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RECORD 457 TO RECEIVE DEGREES AT 54th COMMEN
'

ALUMNI COLISEUM

4

First Honorary Degree To
Be Conferred To "Veep'

Estill County: Eva Dean EdDegrees will be awarded to 457
graduates at the 54th commence- wards, Irvine.
ment of Eastern Kentucky State 1 Fayette County: Dorothy Gay,
College on Thursday morning, June Lexington.
1st. The baccalaureate services
Floyd County: Adrian E. Bentwill be held Sunday morning, May ley, Hueysville.
28th. Both programs will be held
Greenup County: Franklin D.
in the Hiram Brook Auditorium. | Conley, Russell.
The June commencement address
Harlan County: William Holmes
will be delivered by Vice Presiednt
Lyndon B. Johnson, at 10 a. m. '1 Epperson, Lejunior; Harry Judson
(JEST) Thursday, and the bacca- 1 Landrum, Cumberland; Johnny
laureate sermon will be given by Kenneth Floyd and Lela Pauline
Dr. Duke K. McCall, president of Kelly. Harlan.
Jackson County: Nola Martha
the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville, on Sunday. ,Gay, McKee; Peggy Elizabeth
May 28th. at 10:45 a. m. (EST). ■ Smith, Gray Hawk.
Laurel County: Gcraldine W.
Degrees will be conferred by
Dr. Robert R. Martin, at his first Black, Noel Karr and Mrs. Edna
spring commencement since as- B. Newland, London.
suming the presidency of Eastern
Lee County: George Oliver
last July, on 64 candidates for the Barnes, Viola. and Edward G.
master of arts degree, and 1529 Stamper. Beattyvillc.
bachelor of science candidates. The
Letcher County: Ronald Lewis
class will be presented for gradua- 'Crosbie, MoRoberts.
tion by Dr. W. J. Moore, dean of
Lincoln County: Bernard B.
the college.
Bandy and Ruby Moore, HustonThe first honorary degree ever ville.
awarded by the 55-year-old college
Madison County: Betty Sharpe
will be presented to Vice President Bivins. Janet L. Breeze, Faye
Johnson at the exercises. The de- Winkler Click, Clyde O'Brien Craft,
gree will be the honorary doctor Patricia Vencill Durbin. Sarah B.
of laws degree.
Rigby. Franklin Delona Short,
Other commencement week activi- Martha Ray Sprague, Ray Arthur
ties will include: Alumni Day, on Vencill, James L. Whittaker and
May 27, with open house at the Hortense Wllloughby, all of RichThe new physical education plant was named «he Aluml ColHseum at the Alumni Banquet. Ground breaking for the building will take place
Blanton House, president's home, mond; Betty M. Hlad, Berea.
Magoffln County: Melvin Howafter graduation exercises.
for the alumni from 3 until 4:30
.. —i
p. m., and a 6 p. m. dinner and ard, Salyersville; Henry Clay SizeLYNDON B. JOHNSON
reception honoring the Golden Jubi- more, Gypsy.
Marion County: Donald Glendon
lee Class of 1911, the Silver Jubilee Class of 1936, and the 1961 Lamb, Gravel Switch; Mattie
T7
;
—7
Crews
Mays, iLebanon.
graduating class; graduation exMercer
County:
Barbara
Sue
ercises of the Reserve Officers
Training Corps atj p. m. pn May May Halcomb, Hsjrrodsburg.
Montgomery Coawty: -James N30 at Hanger StadluTn ;^open house
at the Blanton House for the facul- Floyd, Jr., Mt. Sterling.
Owsley County: Calloway Sizety and administrative staff from
v
5 until 6:30 p. m. on the 30th; the more, BooneviUe.
Dr. Duke K. MoCall, president I can compass • the . problems and
Pendleton County: Herbert N.
president's luncheon for the graduates, their wives and husbands ' Owen, Butler.
of Southern fapUst Theological | needs ^^gftj? £g
United States Armor AssociaSeventeen Eastern Slate College James A. Highland, Richmond.
Perry County: Paul Wright, Seminary, Louisville, told 457 can- .
on May 31, at 12:30 p. m. in the
seniors received commissions as Presentation by George Guinn, tion award to the outstanding
needed to handle the dnderKeen
Johnson
Student
Union
Hazard.
second lieutenants in the United Jesse M. Dykes Post, American senior being assigned to the Armor
dldates for degrees at Eastern standing of the expanding universe
Pike
County:
Don
Blake
Bales,
Building;
and
a
Board
of
Regents
States Army here Tuesday night Legion, Richmond.
Branch: Harry F. Crump, Richmeeting at 1:30 p. m. on the 31st. Pikeville; Theron Gooslin, McCarr. State College that "speed of travel I to which we must now accommoas the Reserve Officers Training
Benevolent and Protective Order mond, presented by Dr. Henry G.
.- .;-;
Open house will be held In Case ' Pulaski County: Pansy Ballon in a jet age has made our world |d»te our thinking-."
Corps held its 23rd annual com- ! of Elks cup for the best company Martin, dean of students, Eastern.
too small for us to have room for ! The chairman of the Baptist
June 1st has been proclaimed and Mattox Halls, newest com- Sellers, Burnside.
missioning exercises at Hanger | In drill: Miss Lila Joan Williams,
United States Ordnance AssociaRockcastle County: Olive Whita- little men with little minds," as World Alliance Conference of
Stadium.
Martin, sponsor, accepted the cup tion award to the outstanding "Lyndon B. Johnson Day" by both pleted dormitories on the Eastern
Theological Teachers told the overTwo received Regular Aimy com- for Company B, presented by Wil- cadet being assigned to the Ord- • County Judge R. O. Moberly and campus on Alumni Day and also ker. Livingston.
Russell County: Frances Collins he delivered the baccalaureate ser- flow audience of over 2,000 that
missions while' 16 were commis- liam G. Blount, Elks Lodge No. nance Corps: Carl P. Cole. (Lex- Mayor Ed Wayman. The occasion following the Sunday baccalaureate
mon Sunday.
services.
and
Dolly
Cooper
Harris,
Jamessioned reserve officers. The com- 881, Richmond.
ington, presented by Col. Clarence
Richmond ministers and Bhclr the impact of scientific aeluevePresident Martin has announced town; Nila R. .fWilson, Russell
missions arc effective June 1, at
Elks Cup for commander of best A. Cozart, commanding officer, —the visit by the Vice President that
the Vice President's com- Springs; Eliza Belle Womack, congregations also participated in!menla on ">• hum** miaA wU1
of the United States to this Bluewhich time requirements for de- company in drill: Donald J. Smith, Blue Grass Ordnance Depot.
mencement address on June 1 will Fonthill.
the services.
have dramatic repercussions that
grees will be completed.
,
Gray Hawk, presented by Blount.
Reserve Officers' Association grass community of 12,500 to de- be piped outside the Coates AdShelby County: William Robert
The exercises included the presiUsing as his topic, 'The God of'will spill over into the realm of
Veterans of Foreign Wars meral award to the outstanding cadet liver the address at the 54th com- ministration Building over a pub- Burke, Shelbyville.
dent and dean's review of the
Whitley County: George Isaac a Growing Universe," Dr. McCall j religion. "What will have to
corps, presentation of awards, and for outstanding leadership and commissioned in the Army Re- mencement of Eastern State Col- lic address system to accommodate
said, "Peace upon our planet de- change," he said, "is not the niesthe expected large gathering that Large, Nevisdale.
the commissioning of the military scholarship in the first year course: serve: Riohard I. Weissel. Mama- lege.
pends upon big men whose minds sage of divine revelation in the
Jimmy
W.
Hughes,
Gray,
presented
will
be
unable
to
obtain
inside
Out-of-state:
Robert
Evan
Maroneck.
N.
T.,
presented
by
Capergraduates.
The largest gathering in history seats.
Scriptures, but the interpretations
John B. Bayer. Jr., past post ton Shouse.
gowan, Miami, Fla.; Stephen TerOne of the highlights of the eve- by
which men have made of the Scripis expected to assemble in RichImmediately following tho com- lence Hercseg, Chicago, 111.; Robert
ning was the presentation of the commander of Richmond VFW (vrtitii ute.s Issued
tures."
Department of Military Science mend for the memorable occasion. mencement exercises, Vice Presi- ' Eldred Butcher, Monroe, Ohio;
Department of the Army awards post.
He said that the experience of
dent Johnson will break ground j Vernon Swindall, Arlington, Va.
Sons of American Revolution! certificates of achievement .to the Decorations Planned
to the outstanding cadets in each
I fear we are having today because
The Board of Trade and Its for Eastern's new $2,200,000 physi- Bachelor Of Arts
class. These awards were "pre- medal for leadership and soldierly senior cadets showing the most
Boyd County: Denny James Ball,
of this break-through Of human
Johnson's Itinerary
sented as follows: Firat year cadet qualities and general excellence in improvement in leadership and members, in cooperation with cal education and athletic plant at
knowledge has caused man to
—Richard D. Berry, Ft. Knox, pre- the second year course: George T. scholarship: Lloyd J. Smith, Jr., county\ city, and college officials, the site just off the main campus. Sally Friel Fleming. Norvin C.
think that we are on the escalator
Candidates for degrees, by coun- Johnson, Jr., Robert William Morsented by Quentin B. Keen, dean Beckett, III, Georgetown, present- Cynthiana, and William Stein- have made elaborate plans to decoViei-I'resideiit
Johnson
Is
in
of scientific progress leading to
rison, Mary Clara Poc, all of Ashof men at the college; second year ed by C. D. Oldhim, for the Ken- Hauer, Jeffersonville, Ind., pre- rate the city to the hilt. Stores ties, are:
fo'r
a
busy
morning
Thursday.
utter
destruction. "The Christian
land.
cadet—William H. Blount, Rich- tucky chapter.- Sons of American sented by Lt. Col. Joe M. Sanders, [will display American flags. Huge Master Of Arts
Adair County: John Paul RigBreathltt County: Juno Paigo At noon, immediately after IIIH man." he said, "is smart enough
mond, presented by Mrs. Emma Revolution. Richmond.
professor of military science, East- banners bearing the words, "RichTerry McClees, Jackson.
mond Welcomes Vice President gins, Columbia.
address at Eastern's Commence- to sense the necessity of adjusting
Y. Case, dean of women; third shims,- Makes Presentation
ern.
Campbell County: Laurence EdBell County: Paul Mink. Miracle.
B. Johnson" will be
year cadet James L. Farris, Lawment exercises which starts at these new scientifically demReserve Officers' Association
American Legion award for [Lyndon
onstrated Ideas as satellites around
Bourbon County—James Bern- ward Knarr, Bellevuc; Richard
rcnecburg. presented by Or. Rich- medal for potential leadership progress in leadership and general jstretched across strategic points
10:00 A. M., he will participate the Son of God."
I Conrad Weber. Newport.
ard E. Jaggers, dean of graduate qualities and achievement in schol- proficiency in the fourth year ■ on Main Street. Store windows ard Johns, Paris.
in
the
ground
breaking
cereCarter County: Rex Wade EngDr. McCall has been president
studies; fourth year cadet—Don- arship in the third year: George course: Donald J. Smith, Gray ! will bear banners with similar I Breathitl County: Johnny R.
monies for Eastern's new inultiI lish, darter.
of Southern Baptist Theological
ald E. Axsom, Columbus, Ind., pre- G. Dopp. Jr., Bay Village, Ohio, Hawk, presented by George Quinn, [ wording and each utility pole will | Herald, Talbert.
Campbell
County:
Donna
Lou
Clay
County:
William
Bonnie
mlllion dollar fieldhouse. and Seminary since 1951.
sented by Dr. W. J. Moore, dean presented by jCaperton Shouse, Jesse M. Dykes Post, American display red, wihite and blue streamBurns, Brutus.
ers. A cleanup campaign already Mincey. Melbourne.
of the college. Axsom was cadet RCA, Richmond.
then (12:45 I*. M.) he will Join
Richmond ministers participatLegion.
Casey
County:
Humphrey
TayEstill
County:
Kenneth
Ray
Dlxhas
begun
in
the
city.
commander of the Eastern unit this
a parade through the gleaming ing in the services were Dr. W. H.
Association of the United States
In
a
special
presentation
cereon
and
John
Alton
McConkey.
lor
Elliott,
Liberty;
Vertls
Earl
•-liits
of
Kihrmond
to
a
private*
year.
For the thousands who will be
Poore, First Methodist Church,
Army medal for the outstanding mony. Cadet Major Harry F.
Tarter and Woodrow Wilson Taul- Irvine; James Daftd Layne. Ra- luncheon which begins at I ■"" and Dr. E. N. Perry, First Baptist
Other awards included:
third year cadet: Ralph E. New- Crump, Richmond, commander of unable to obtain seats inside Brock bee, Windsor.
venna; Roe Birchel Moore, Wins- V. M.
|
Auditorium
for
the
vice
president's
Church.
The American Legion medal for man, Ashland, presented by Dr. the Pershing Rifles Company, preClark County: Damon Combs ton.
Individual high scores in rifle J. Dorland Coates, associate dean sented honorary memberships in [commencement address, President and
Music was furnished by the colArdelle R. Hislc, Winchester.
Fayette County: Allan Franklin
Robert R. Martin has arranged
marksmanship: Winner, James R. of teacher education, Eastern State
1 lege choir with James X. Van
Clay County: Jean Abrams Alsip, William Patrick Monaghan.
for the address to be piped outside
Cornett, Paint Lick;
runner-up, College.
Continued On Page Seven
IPeuraem, director.
(Continued on Page 7)
the Coates Administration, where Bishop, Fall Rock.
chairs will be available for the
overflow crowd.
Brock Auditorium seats 2.000
persons and graduates, their
families and faculty will occupy
all the seats. It is expected that
the entire block on which the Administration Building is located
will be filled with people to hear
the address and watcji. the procession which will consist of the !
vice president, faculty, adminis-1
nation and graduates.
Following Johnson's commence- !
ment address, the first honorary
degree ever awarded by tho 55- ;
' year-old college will be presented :
I to the vies -president. It will be
the honorary doctor of laws degree.
To Break Ground
After th« exercises, the vice
| president *]*H1 break ground for
j the college's new $2,200,000 physical education and athletic plant.
1
Then, the dignitaries will pa' rade down Lancaster Avenue and
Main Street, then back to the'
] Keen Johnson Student Union
Building for a 1 p. m. luncheon. I
The downtown parade is expected
to arrive on Main Street at approximately 12:45 p. m. The ground
breaking will get under way at
approximately 12:15 p. m.
EASTERN SENIORS MEET GOVERNOR—Governor Bert Combs asked the graduating seniors of
■ The exact itinerary of the vice
Eastern State College to stay in Kentucky "where opportunities are unlimited," at an infoi-mal coffee
BACCALAUREATE PRINCIPALS—Dr. Duke K. McCall. second from left, speaker at yesterday's ^^B£^ »^^ ** "J^^M
president, who just this week rehour in the Keen Johnson Student Union Building. Shown from left: James Harrison. Harlan; Eastern
Auditorium, is pictured with, from left: Reverend W. H. Poore, First Methodist 0.urch; President ™?" *,**^V X^ST^ E' N
turned from a world trip, has not
President Robert R. Martin; Bobbie Phillips, Manchester; JoeUa Logan, Paris; Larry Knarr, BellePerry First Baptist Church. All had parts in the services attended by over 2.000 persons, including 407 candidates for*Hgne«*V
been announced.
vue. Governor Combs.

Seventeen Seniors Commissioned LB.L Day
R.O.T.C. Exercises Thursday

J

Reverend McCall
Seniors At Bacc

Vice President Will
Have 'Run of Town'

I

—I
S
Th« Eastern Progress Thursday. June I, 1961

Vice-President Lyndon Johnson
No Stranger To Higher Education

EASTERN PROGRESS
Published each Friday during: the fall and spring semesters.
Entered a* second-class matter at the post office in Richmond,
Kentucky.

Lyndon B. Johnson, who is to to the college president.
tive duty. Gallantry lb action
deliver the ftddresi to 457 gr.-i.iu
He was forced to drop out o' vhile on a flight over enemy poates at the 54th commencement of school for almost a year because sitions in New Guinea won him the
Sastern State Col
. hu'rsdav if lack of finances. During thir Silver Star.
morning. Is a m in who believes in period, he ti'ught school Jn a sin ill
E'ectlon to five successive terms
jetting up early nnd working late Southwest Texas town of Cotulla in the House followed. Then. In
...Editor-in-Chief
Charles Klonne
In fact, one o' the vice president's Here, his first pay check went to !948. Johnson became a successful
■arlieM memories is of bein;' pay for athletic equipment bough- candidate for the 8enate.
^'Assistant Editors
Have Adams, Larry Knarr
:.u3tled out of ;i warm bed into a for under-privileged Latin AmeriHe became the youngest man
"'News Editor
Marian Bazzy
■ old morning bv his father. Sam can students.
ever elected to Senate leadership
Johnson. "Get Up! Get Up! Every
At age 22—just three and one- office when his; Democratic col•Feature Editor
Sandra Nunnelley
ioy in town has an hour's hua.l half years after he arrived at the leagues unanimously named him
•tart
on
you
already."
his
father
college he received the Bachelor minority leader of the 83rd Cong^Humor Editor
.......Dave Adams
would call.
ol Science degree. That was ir ress. He was later unanimously
* Business Manager
Pat Monaghar
Those words of a firm father 1930. He has maintained the same elected maioritv leader of the 84th,
still echo in. the mind of Lyndon pace ever since.
85th. and 88th Congresses In which
•Circulation Manager
Edwin Odar
lohnson a man who learned the Horn In Farm House'
'he Democrats had regained the
value and necessity of work early
Born August 27. 1908. in a farm controlling votes.
""Cartoonist
Clyde Pack
in life. When most boys his age house a few miles from the town
Johnson was nominated to the
^Director 0f Publications..
Don Feltnei
.vere hunting squirrels' in the val- ill-it bears his family name. John- vice presidency by the Democratic
ley
of
the
Pendemales
River,
Lynson received his early education in National Convention on July 14,
."iFeature Staff: Bill Cl.iy;1. Dwlght Short, Marguerite Fmith. Gretchen
don Johnson, at nine, was shining the public schools at Johnson City. 1980. During the campaign he
3.
Wiii'ido.iii.m.
shoes in the lone barber shop
college graduation, he join- traveled 71,000 miles by plane,
boasted by his home town of John- edAfter
News Staff: Melva Orjot. Ne:!ie King. Mary Ami Nelson. Ronnie
the faculty of a Houston high train, helicopter and motorcade.
son
City.
The Johnsons have two daughWolfe. Barry Brennen.
school where he taught public
Worked For $1 A Day '
speaking and debate. He left this ters, Lynda Bird, born March 19,
b
Typists: Judy Driskell. Beverly Gillis.
THE SIIKKPSKIX AND THE MORTARBOARD—Symbols of Graduation. A milestone in the graduHe finished high school at 15. work to become secretary to 1944, and Lucy Baines, born Julv
ates life. Stepping stones on the path of life. Rungs on the ladder of success. The Goal of a lifetime.
The old problem, an immediate Congressman Richard M. Kleberg. 2, 1947. Mrs. Johnson Is the formneed for money, confronted him. In Washington, he found time at er Lady Bird Taylor of Marshall,
Texas.
all honorable. The men at Gettys- At a wage of Si a day, he went night to attend classes at George- Returns From Trip
burg died, not because they were to work on a road-building gang. town University Law School.
The vice president just returned
Opportunity to return to Texas last
asked to, but because they wen Then, responding to an itching
week from a two-week, roundAt the end of every year, we are confronted with
willing to risk and give theii foot, the lanky youth moved west. arose in 1935 when President the-world, trip that was termed by
He worked his way to California Franklin D. Roosevelt appointed
lives.
John
Peter
Altgeld
decide*
President Kennedy as "extremely
one rather sad feature of college life. That is the last
to free those men. not because hi by taking odd Jobs as nn eievator Johnson state edmlnistrator of the important" to the peace of the
glimpse of the senior class.
was asked to, but because he har" operator, a car washer and handy- National Youth Administration. world.
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen. We have come here today to in the light of his own cor man In a face.
Then, in 1937, and after being
All of us,■ in the time that
w w
He visited South Viet Nam, the
Back home, he returned to his hailed as one of the outstanding
, . we stay here, look for-j to perform
perrorm, the
me pleasant
piea»Hiu iaan
task of
ui honoring
nuuuiitig the
tuc young
v"M^ men
"«» of
« our
»" eol*-"' victions. And we honor these stiward to that day when we might put on our qowns and ioge by recognizing their achievements. The pleasure of such an dents today, not because they did roadbuilding job. But, by then, NYA administrators In the nation, Philippines, Formosa, Thailand,
India,
Pakistan and Greece.
'It became increasingly apparent Johnson resigned to run for the
IL «...
.J!.. down
J»„,« iL.
-IrU nn
n r arJi la'lnn Axv
o""B''"i
s tw-f-»>"«:^
we a'l like to vpcetve -ecogn„«.„„
'on; «nd those of M what we asked thenfr to do. hu
walk
proudly
the a.sle
on graduation
day. How.
now ^
^ conoerned
ef)ucation Iikc nothlnfr
than t0 see the
During the commencement exerbecause they have demonvtrate .'o me that there was something to congressional seat made vacant by
ever, when that dav is upon us a feeling ot sorrow is fruits of our efforu displayed.
the death of James P. Buchanan cises at Eastern Kentucky State
the capacity to go far bey on. .his idea of higher education."
He hltch-hicked to San Marcos, of Brenham. He won the race over College, the first honorary degree
there for we know that we are not just leaving the build- ^ J^^^^^ ^S^J^r^rTV. that. That Is why there are worth .vhere
In the 56-j ear-old history of the
he enrolled at Southwest a field of nine other candidates.
of recognition, and we re.'ogniz
ings behind, but we are leavinq the many things that we muat be aware of a critical distinction between the existence of "honor them in order that we can all knoi fexns State Teacheis College and
With the outbreak of World War college will be presented to the
have enjoyed doing in our past four years.
and the recognition of honor Abraham Uncota when he went^down a little better what we should be fpt a job as a janitor al the school. n, Johnson, as a member of the vice president. The degree will be
He sold hosiery door-to-door and Naval Reserve, became the first the honorary doctor of laws de° ' ,
,.
. ■» ,
y
, ,. ,,'■
. j L
• to Gettysburg to "honor" the dead, was clearly aware of this dis&raduatton IS also a day Ot light hearted naODineSS tlnotion'and frankly admitted that ". . . in a larger sense, we cannot
oetween times worked as secretary member of Congress to enter ac- gree.
and
a qreat feelinq of exaltation. It is a dav of honor; dedicate, we cannot consecrate we cannot hallow this ground The
a
,
.7 . .
... '
.
., .
. ,i
i-r
r
brave men. living: and dead, who ••.rnejrled here have eonseciated it.
a day that sianities a great milestone in the lite ot every far above our poor j^mr to add or detract." what Lincoln meant
Congratulations for n job we
student that has completed
his academic course,
.was simply that honor is not created by recognition: rather, it is a
.
., .r ... ■
I
.
,i •
.
..state of being, a state that exists whether it is recognized or not. done! I commend you fjr you
Tl
The seniors that will be leaving US this year are Honor oannot be conferred upon one person by another, except lnso- superb effort throughout the 1980
not greatly different than any other senior group. Ex-: far as the recipient of honorable recognition is already an honorable 81 school year to give the stiKlent
of Eastern, a rewspaper that th«'
cept that we have gotten to know them better. Indi- manMcCormick Harvester Works, as looked forward to reading eaci
Now mosf of ,IS have henrd thi
viduallv they are the ones that many of us have looked
* a re-iiilt of which six strikers were week.
,i
i
. .i
»
iL.
. .L-i. and know the distinction so well
For the first time, the PRO
up to throuqhout the vear. As a arouo they are what that ar.y such reminder is virtual- shot. On the following evening, GE9S has been a weekly paper
there
was
a
mass
protest
in
Havand, for the first time, of reguia
we have prided our college on as being the best example ly a platitude. Yet, platitude or
market Square, which the police size, 8-column format. The chang.
of Eastern.
no, we muvt remain acutely aware tried to disperse. Amidst the up- from the old antiquated format to
Thursday will be the last time that we will meet as of the distinction, for to forget it roar, a bomb was thrown, which the "New Look" has satisfied thi
seven
policemen. It was students, the administration an!
a group and will be the last time that many of us will is to open ourselves to disastrous killed
never determined who threw the faculty, and the alumni. You'
consequences.
When
we
forget
that
see them. While thev are sittina there, many will be
bomb, but a number of radicals, news content and style has drawr
the recognition of honor does not
and inciters of the labor praise from larger colleges art1
thinking of leaving, others will be planninq ahead for the create honor, we may allow our- leaders
movement, were arrested and universities with Journalism
future, while still others will be concentrating on the selves to put too much emphasfs brought to trial for conspiracy to schools of their own. At times
murder. Seven men were controversy has arisen, but or
areat honor to have reached this far in their educa- upon the recognition. And the in- commit
stant we do that, we run the risk senenced to death, four of them most occasions, this has been
tion.
were
actually
hanged,, one com wholesome.
of destroying honor.
suicide, and two got off
You are to be commended a!sr
To us, we look ahead to when we might sit and
How can this be so? To assume mitted
with life sentences. These were the for your judgment and for yo:ir
remember when we saw three other classes graduate. that external recognitions and two pardoned by Altgeld.
mature organization and operation
symbols are in any 'sense themOnly then will we know for ourselves the manv feelings selves honorable will inevitably
What was his motive? Many during the year. This has been ;i
experience that many
that passed through the heads of the classes that went lead men to commit dishonorable people had been outraged by the wonderful
actions. If the possession of an of- promised to look into the matter. of you will not really appreciate
on before us.
fice or wealth, or power or any He examined with a practiced !until later years.
You appreciate the newspaper
material manifestation becomf i lawyer's eye the record of the
the definition of an honorable trial. His honest conclusion, at the because you have sacrificed for it
state, men may be tempted, even end of hk careful examination, You have been a part of •iomelhin,-;
forced, to commit any sort of sin was that there was no evidence good and worthwhile. You .should
in order to achieve such symbols. to Indicate that any of the men be complimented by each of o'Ji
And by the time the symbol i<< had been associated with the Hay- nearly 3,500 students and enschieved, whatever honor may market Incident. He further con couraged by them to continue
have existed before is now de- eluded, as he put. that "the pudge next fall, the momentum that yci
leave this spring. We ^'ant f'>r
stroyed. Yet, because the end conducted the trial with malicious Eastern
a newspaper that will bo
By DR. FRED GILES
achieved, whatever honor may ferocity." 'It was apparent to him
that these men had not been on second to none.
the
very
success
of
the
individual
We in the areas of the huma>;- to emphasize all the phn'-cs of expiates whatever sins may have trial for murder at all: they had To the underclassmen who have
ltles caft claim
with
forcefc.l learning, even to -hose who thirk committed in the process of been tried because they had dured been a very important part of the
articulation that art is really at they are geniuses and air e-oieil achieving honorable recognition.
to oppose the owners of hicago's organization and have stood up.
industry By organizing workmen. with the others, under severe
the center of educational ex- upon to be specialists, whether
To
better
understand
this,
let
in
in
science,
the
arts,
or
what,
oi
criticism (both my own and th:il
perience. This claim not only adtake two rather vivid examples: It was the labor movement itself of others who are far less familiar
vances Our field of study, but it else wo will wake up in a strenu- the one of a man who acted urjor that had been on trial.
begging the great
filso places its in positions of re- ous momenl
But In convicting these men, the with the hardships involved).
the requirements of external
sponsibility to uphold the highest God ,of us a'l to give up ;! soul honor, the other of a man who labor movement had also been don't be dfercouraged grit your
standards of work, in areas thai with some sort of spiritual acted upon a condition of honor convicted. Why should wrath de- teeth and push ahead. It is for
you that the College exists, .it is
have lorig since ceased to be "a aptitudes for guidance.
within himself. Both men we-e scend upon Altgeld six years later for you that the student newsThere are some condition? Ihat German
fad" aftd a "frill". We will not
when he pardoned these men? Beby
birth.
Walther
forget that within the field of th: ptomotc and enhance creativenes- Schweiger remained in his home- cause In pardoning these men. Al paper exists. Be proud of your
Arts H> value's that are critically whether in the arts, sciences, or land, while John Peter Altgeld re- tgeld turned the tables and put the newspaper when you return to
necessary hi a fighting world of any ether areas, but often there moved to America. Both men rose society who convicted them on *ork another year. I am!
Your in appreciation,
today. We do not care to absorb arc condtions also which prevail to fairly high station in life, honor- trial. • He granted' these men full
Don Feltner
any other area, nor do we sub- against creativity because of too able positions. Schweiger became and free pardons, and in doing <o
scribe to the idea of over-em- little time for solitude and medita- a cai>itanli»"te">>nt In the Imperial he expliclty stated that they had Director of Publicity and Publicaphasizing any other f'elds, such as tion, both for faculty and student, German navy, commanding the never been
guilty in, the first tions
the sciences,
simply
because in all areas. All too many students submarine U-20. Altgeld became place. That meant atecV-Knat the
The expansive acres that surround this house at Johnson City, Tex., are
science has been called upon to oome to college, and likewise have
four men who had gone to the
home for ihe senator when he ean get away from his duties in Washington.
governor
of
the
state
of
Illinois.
!h"
college,
too
immature
because
perform duties unheard of before
gallos were not guilty either. They
in history Rather, It is the idea they have not been allowed to Bacon man, In hr.< honorable had been Judicially murdered by
that science is the more valuable learn how tr. manage their own position, came ultimately to a the state of Illinois. Is it any
themselves In ciHe-re moment when a decision had to be wonder that Altgeld was stripped
when it te taught,with a constant time for
sense of humanistic purpose. Take they often reflect the super- made, a difficult decision. On the of his wealth, his position, all the
from the sciences the high art ficialities of their professors who one hand, the decision could be externals conferred by the society
qualities and we have left cold in- are busy with committees, sponsor- made in terms of what wouM eari. he had so rudely challenged?
human facts whose ramifications ships, chaperoneships. clubs, clubs, recognition; on the other hand
27 Million Cats
Yet which was the honorable
can destroy nations. The aesthetic clubs, reports and the li!<". an 1 the decision could be made In man?
in this case It is not hard
27 million . . . that's the latest
Over two hundred fellowships
qualities indigenous: to all the have no time to be alone to think, terms of what was truly honorable to decide.
But a few cases are so
tabby-ulatlon of our feline popu- for graduate study in 15 foreign
enjoy, to read I Each made his decision In a difsciences can emphasize moral de- to create, to
extreme,
so
easy
to
judge.
Morelation.
Cats
now
rate
as
the
most
countries in 1962-83 will be offered
mands In discipline, glorify the hasten to admit that in a de- ferent way: Walther Sehwelger over, in judging Schweiger and
popular four-legged pet, outby foreign governments and unibeauty of ideals, and unfold the mocracy committees are neces- became a hero, and John Peter Altgeld, we have the judgement of
numbering
dogs
by
one
million,
Altgeld
was
damned
as
a
traitor
versities through the Institute of
mysteries of pure subject matter. sary, but all too often thev serve
to aid us, a judgement thst
says the Pet Food Institute.
International .Education.
So. wc certainly should not delete only the self-importance of their a subversive, and was harried Into history
This
probably
comes
as
no
suris not available at the moment in
nor should we leiw.n the emphasis members, giving the administra- his grave.
The fellowships cover tuition
prise to the cats. They've been
What did Walther Sehwelger do which we have to live and act.
on any important area of educa- tors a chance to have somebody,
purring their way into our affec- costs and varying amounts for livcan Bay that we only have
tion simply because of some omin- or bodies among whom to spread that was so honorable? At a few We
ing
expenses for study in universition since history began. Your
distinguish between right and
ous fear appearing on the horizon out doleful and inevitably painful minutes past two o'clock, on the to
ties in Austria, Brazil, Canada,
wide-eyed tiger tabby can probwrong,
truth
and
falsehood.
The
decisions Which they will finally afternoon of Friday. May 7, 1915,
Denmark, France. Germany, Iran,
of otit" existence.
ably trace his family tree back to
Walther Schweiger fired one tor- honorable man Is the truthful man.
the royal cat-gods of ancient Israel, Italy, Mexico, The NetherThe honest questioning in the make for themselves.
and that Is why it Is necessary to
pedo
from
the
Imperial
German
lands. Poland, Rumania, Sweden
Egypt. Perhaps his forebearers
Creativity does demand time to
faces of so many students stir us
"Hey. Zeke! Whar you gain' all dressed up? This ain't Sunday",
be able to recognize honor. For
sailed with the Spanish Armada, and Switzerland. Students applyto concentrated effort? to help find meditate In solitude, but as we submarine U-20 Into the hull of what is truth Itself? Truth can be
hollered
Clem Saltsellers who was sittln' on a broken down bench in
the
giant
Cunard
liner
Lusitanls
or
held
court
in
ing
for
Austrian,
Danish.
French,
answers for them.
We cannot h#ve intimated before so manv
known only Insofar as It Is mania Siamese tem- German, Israeli, Italian, or Neth- front of Eamie Horbinger's Genera Store.
teach appreciation by answering ••Indents and faculty ntey rr;--? off the south coast of Ireland. fested by men. We do not define
ple.
erlands government awards may
questions, but questions are a sign roles,—we develop a phase of our-1 290 pounds of high explosive no- truth in the honorable man: rath"I'm gettin' ready to go to my dotter'a gradiation up at the colEasy to feed apply for a Fulbright Travel Grant
of awareness and awareness is a selves at our job. another one with I ped the Lusltanla open, the sea er, truth Is defined BY the honorand care for, a
lege", replied Zeke Puflins as he seated himself on the bench to Wait
to supplement their fellowships.
sign that seeing, and he* ring, ano our families, and vet Brother self I poured in, and 1,198 men women able man; and the reason we seek
eat is an ideal
Two additional awards, offered for a bus.
feeling are dawning on the rim o,' in committees in church work, in and childen perished. They plnsed to recognize honor Is to be able
pet for a busy
by an American foundation are for
consciousness. What should I see. varioties other activities, -all these I medals on Walther Schweiger. he to define truth In order that we
modern
family.
"What's the use of going to see her? She comes home every weekwas
a
national
hero,
because
he
study
or research in any country
or hear in this art piece? What to the extent that we have dissipmay be able to go and do likewise
He is naturally
in the Far East, South or South- end anyhow?" asked Clem as he smashed the camera of a passing
crite'ia of judgment can I rely ated our energies so much that had served the Fatherland. It mat- Lincoln also made this point in his
clean,
houseeast Asia, and Africa.
Life photographer.
upon to guide my choices? Win: neither student not faculty mem- tered not that Lusltanla was an address when he said that it was
breaks easily and makes few deMeflowshipa For Study Abroad
truths shed light on the p™---n» ber can have time for solitude unarmed civilian vessel, that her not his business to honor the dead,
mands
on
your
time.
One
of
his
•'It ain't her I'm goin' to see. This here man—name of Lyndon
General eligibility requirements
artistic We? Facts from history which is necessarv. We prone to passenger and crew were non-com- to dedicate their resting place:. ...
chief charms is his sleek beauty,
include United States citizenship, la gonna be thar," replied Zeke admiring the scar on the bnck of his
and thoughts from literature are go in herds, crowds, or grouns to batants. The Lusltanla was a link
so
keep
your
cat
in
tip-top
condiiridisfjensible in the process of events, not so much Interested in In Britain's vital life-line of the "It is rather for U8 to be here detion by following these simple a Bachelor's degree or its equiva- hand where his Vote Nixon Lodge tatoo had been.
to the great task remainlent before departure, foreign
aesthetic education. These take us what we will see or hear In things sea. and that life-line and Britain dicated
rules:
before us, that from these
language ability, and good health.
"He the one that was named after ah building?" asked Clew as
beyond the boundaries of our own of art aw just to be with "our had to be broken for the honor and ing
Be
tun
he
hot
a
balanced
diet.
dead we take increased
A good academic record and dem- he heaved a brick at a passing Cadillac.
A eat has special dietary requireprivate view points, and juxtapose crowd." A little studv granted to life of the Reich. Walther Sch- honored
ments so don't expect him to onstrated capacity for independent
us to the concrete life of man at this situation can brirar about weiger had struck a telling blow devotion to that cause for which
"Naw. this ones from Texas—you know—the vice-preskJent" asfor the Reich, and he was thus they gave the last full measure of
thrive on tablescraps. Modern study are also necessary. Preferlarge. No doubt but that Leoi"-do wonderful changes sometimes.
devotion
"
Tnls
is
why
commercial cat foods are formu- ence Is given to applicants under serted Zeke as he counted the pile of absentee ballots that he had purArt and music literature, and an honorable man. But he was
da VWlci Is 31111 a living remisealso a murderer, even if the murd- it Is 'so necessary for us to be able
36 years of age who have not had chased for the fall election.
lated to amply fill your pet's food
that the artist with intelligence all the other humanistic sjudi
requirements and to appeal to extensive experience abroad.
and sensitivity may shape the will always remain a mystery to er were called honorable by those to recognize honor, ubt if the ex"Gosh! Reckur I could go too?" inquired Clem as he nailed his
ternal
recognition
becomes
the
deWhile
married persons are eligible
his
taste,
too.
Feed
a
kitten
toa^
us
if
we
run
through
galleries
in
I
who
handed
out
the
medals.
What
symbols of love and faith by which
times a day; a full grown cat for most of the fellowships, the crutch to the end of the bench.
men live, else he would not have herds or attend concert'! as social did he think of that? Well never finition of truth, honor goes astray.
stipends are geared to the needs
twice a day.
destroyed his scientific data con- functic A and read the literarv know, for a British depth charge In defining honor, it also defines
"Naw— Inr.y Sue's done sold all her tickets—charged five bucks
Always give your cat plenty of of single grantees.
cerning the submarine, beceuse of I productions Just
because It is found him under the North Sea In truth, and thereby destroys the
reason
for
defining
honor.
freak
water.
Be
sure
you
keep
his
College and university students for mine." answered Zeke as he dropped a penny into a Httle jar of
what m. «aw could happen when stylish to do so. The Bobolinks 1917, and he joined his victims in
food and water bowls clean.
should obtain application forms acid, a trick he'd learned without gain' to college.
Then how do
we know the
unscrupulous, ill-principled n a - meaning for us unless we go alone a fitting manner.
Brutk hit coat at leatt every from their campus Fulbright AdWhat did John Peter Altgeld do honorable man when we see him?
lions got control of it and used It to see them, soaring and singing
olhtr day. Your cat will groom viser. Other prespectlve applicants
"Think maybe I could see him if I stood around outside?" quesapalnst weaker nations. More than in the sun."
that was HO dishonorable? In the How do we separate honor from
himself often. However, brush- . may obtain further information and tioned Clem playing Russian roulette with a double-4)arreled shotgun.
any etlier man Leonardo closed the
year 1892, exercising his powers recognition ? The honorable man
ing
removes
loose
hair
and
helps
application forms from the Inforgap In men's minds which separates
Liberia's position as an Afriei" as governor of Illinois, he pardon- is the man who has the capacity
prevent hairballs In his stomach. mation and Counseling Division,
'•Yep! But you gotta be careful or you'll fall in a hole and be
man from nature. Through com- nation Is unique In that it Is the ed two men who had been sentenc- to know truth and the ability to
In return your eat will give Institute of International Educa- sodded down." said Zeke, settin' fire to a stack of Milestones.
prSettslon and love he translated Only country In Africa's 12 mtlMon ed to life terms for murder. In act accordingly. He does not mereC hours of amusement and lov- tion, 1 East 67th Street, New York
science Into poetry and harmoniz- square miles that has nevor been the year 1886 there had been a ly what he Is expected to do. but
companionsbip. Bell be a ' 21, New York; or any of the In.
"Let's go," cried Clem in delight as they boarded a North-bound
ed tile two worlds of outer and dominated by a European colonial labor strike in Chicago. On May 3 what he ask himself to do. This
purr-feet pet.
. u L
stitute's regional offices.
"freedom" bus.
the one observable fact present in
inner experience. We must not fail power.
police charged a crowd outside the
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Campus Clubs Elect Officers To Serve In Fall Of '61
Classes, clubs, and honorary or-matics and physics major from jAnn Curry from Richmond, Ky..
ganlzations of IB. K. S. C. have I Frankfort, Kentucky. She has was elected as chaplain. She is
met and elected their officers and served as treasurer of freshmen majoring in home economics and
tapped new members for 1961-62. girls' House Council and la a mem- is also a member of Kappa Delta
Junior Clas*
ber of the choir and Messiah Pi and the Home Economics Club,
The following students will take chorus.
Susan Congleton, from
PI Tau Chi
office next fall: Don Scherer, df Barbourville, Kentucky, has been
PI Tau Chi, national religious
Cincinnati, Qfcio, was chosen as elected to the office of treasurer. I honorary, has tapped the followjunior class president.
Don la Thls year she has served as presi- ing people for membership: Mrs
secretary-treasurer of KIE. John dent of the freshmen girls' House James Ault, Richmond, Ky.; Jean
Vetter, also from Cincinnati, was Council, and has received the Ann Barton, London, Ky.; Hugh
chosen as vice-president. John is 'Ideal Freshman Co-Ed Award". Bradford, Raceland; Ann Scott
active in the Hath Club, KIE. and Sandra Nunnelley was chosen as Corns, Vanceburg; Barbara Ann
is a member of the big "E" Swim class reporter. Sandra is a biology Edwards, Prospect; Billy HolTeam.
Mary Beth Hempfling, major from Cynthiana, Kentucky. brook, Jr., Allen; Mrs. J. Lester
from Hebron, Kentucky, was Sandra has been the Biology Club Miller, Richmond; Christa Belle
elected as class secretary. Mary secretary, a feature editor for the Montgomery, Louisville; Raymond
Beth Is a member of the KYMA Progress, and has received a Thomas Nichols, Somerset; Dorothy Carolyn Oakes, Lancaster; ReClub, the Young Republican Club, Biology Club Award.
becca Jeannine Spurlin, Richmond;
Cwens, and is a "Maroon" cheerCollegiate Pentacle
leader. John Thomas was chosen
Miss Barbara Edwards, from Frank N. Tinder, Richmond; Lois
as next year's class treasurer. Louisville, Kentucky, is a presi- Webb, West Van Lear; Julia Penn
John, whose home town is Geneva, dent-elect of Collegiate Pentacle. Underwood; and Rev. Wlm. H.
Indiana, is a member of the Indus- Barbara is a mathematics and Poore, Richmond, Kentucky.
Kappa Iota Epsilon
trial Arts Club, and is on East- physics major and hs .served on
KIE officers for next year will
ern's track team. Jo Ann Conley, the Student Council as secretary
Linda Rucker, Jerry Simpson, and of the sophomore class, as secre- be Donald Showalter, president;
Jay Host were chosen as next tary of the Math Club, and is a Larry D. Bates, secretary-treasyear's representatives on the Stu- member of Cwens, Pi Tau Chi, urer. Don is a chemistry major
Kappa Delta Pi, and Wesley Foun- from Louisville, Ky.; Larry Bates
dent Council.
Freshman Class
dation Vice-president of this club is a pre-med major from McDowell,
The sophomore class of 1961-62, will be Phyllis Fisher. Phyllis is Ky.
Alpha Alpha PHI
,»
presently known as the freshmen, from Montgomery County and is
William Chester Buchanan and
have elected Robert E. Spurlin, a member of Kappa Delta Pi and
Richmond, Kentucky, as' next the Milestone Staff. Mary Alene Billy Shaw Blankenship have been
year's class president. Bobby has iLlpscomb was chosen as secre- chosen as president and secretaryserved on the Student Council and tary. She is an elementary edu- treasurer of Alpha Alpha Pal.
is a pre-law student. Gary Mayn- cation major and is a member of respectively. Chester is originally
ard, a pre-engineering major from Kappa Delta Pi. Next year's from Stlllwater, Ky. While servMyra, Ky., was re-elected as vice- treasurer will be Suzanne Marcum, ing a four-year enlistment with
president. Secretary for 1961-62 a health and physical education the U. S. Air Force, he attended
will be Marsha Swain, a mathe- major from LaGrange, Ky. Joyce Norwich City College of Arts,
Norwich, England. Billy Blankenship is an art and history major
PI TAU CHI officers for next year are (from left to right), Jcanine
from Lincoln County, Ky., and Is
Spurlin, vice president; Lois Webb, president; Julia Underwood,
a member of the Cadet Officers'
sercetary, and (standing) Tommy Nickols, treasurer.
Club and AUSA (Association of
Baptist Student Union
the United States Army).
BSU. Kappa Delta Pi, Collegiate
The officeiu of BSU for next
PI Omega PI
Pentacle, and has been elected as
Pi Omega Pi, national commer- co-editor of the Milestone for 1961- year are: Jack Graves, president;
cial teacher's fraternity, has 62. Barbara is a math and Eng- Vicky Long, vice-president; Mary
elected Hugh G. Bradford as presi- lish major from Boonesboro, Ky., Ann Lackey, secretary; Anm
dent, Bob Becker as vice-president, and is a member of the Math Club, Grace Combs, treasurer; Arlcne
Offers
Dottie Matthews as secretary, and Kappa Delta PI, Collegiate Pen- Calico, devotional chairman; and
social chairman.
Barbara Sowders as treasurer, tacle, and is copy editor of the Ronnie Wolfe,
Jack, a biology and agriculture
and Brenda Skelton as publicity Milestone.
chairman. Hugh is a member of
Suzanne Hale is editor-elect of major, is from Frankfort, Ky.
Wesley Foundation, the Marching Belles Lettres and Mary Ann Lar- Vicky, who is majoring In biology
Maroons, the Milestone Staff, and key will be circulation manager. and history, is from Eastwood, Ky.
the choir; Bob Becker is a mem- Suzanne Is from Mt. Olivet, Ky., Mary Ann Lackey is from RichEngliih
To The
ber of the Biology Club and of the and is a member of Drum and mond, Ky. and iu an
marching band and concert band; Sandal, president-elect of KYMA, major. Anna Grace Comb* is from
Dottie has been secretary of Me- and vice-president of Canterbury Booneville, Ky. and is social
morial Hall House Council, and \a Club. Mary Ann Is from Rich- science major; Arlene Calico is
a member of the YWCA, and of mond, Ky., and is a member of the from Dayton, Ohio and is a biology
the Milestone Staff; Barbara is band', BSU, and Canterbury Club. and chemistry major; Ronnie
Wolfe is a junior English major.
a member of the BSU and CanterHome Ec. Club,
bury Club. Brenda is a member
The Home Economics Club offi- English major.
MENC
of Sigma Tau Pi, BSU, YWCA, cers for next year will be: Jeanette
Membeis of the MENC have
and SNEA.
Webb, president; Antlonette Kele< 'iKllU'l'llS Club
men, vice-president; Betty Joyce chosen Frazier McKinney as presiCaduceus Club officers for 1961- Parrott, secretary; and Ann Gor- dent, Barry Smith as vice-president, Janice Fulkerson as secre62 are Frank Scutchfield, George don Scott, parliamentarian.
Wilcox, and Geraldine Wells. Nell Lovett, treasurer; Jo Ellen tary-treasurer, and Danny Eberlein
Frank, who has been chosen as Chilli>n. historian; Myrna Joan as corresponding secretary. Frazipresident, is from Wheelwright, Poynter, reporter; and Sylvia Hall, er is from Harrison County and is
a member of the EKSC band,
Ky., and is a member of the chaplain.
symphony orchestra, and choir.
Wesley
Biology Club and OAKS. George
was elected as vice-president and
Hugh Bradford has been chosen Barry is from New Albany, Indiana
and is a member of the EKSU
is a chemistry and biology major. as president of Wesley Foundation.
».
He is, a member of the Biology Mary Jo LaFuze and Barbara Ed- band, choir, and symphony orFulkerson, also
Club and KIE. Geraldine is from wards have been chosen as co-vice- chestra. Janice
Owingsville and has been chosen presidents. Carolyn Haag has been from New Albany, Is a member of
as reporter.
elected as secretary, and Tommy Eastern's choir, the Music Club,
If you Hk« your radio and ff*UvUion ,»rvk#
Canterbury Club
Nichols as treasurer. Hugh has and the Music Council. Danny
that way, you'll lik* our tat-vica. Give us a
Members of Canterbury Club ateo been elected as vice-president Eberlein, who is a grduate from
ring. VrVII do our boit to 0*1 tho tamo nica
have elected Phyllis Fisher as of the senior class; Mary Jo is a Shawnee High School, is a member
reputation with you that w» enjoy wHh hunband, choir, and
president, Ronnie Wolfe as vice- graduate of Model High School in of the EKSC
dred! off other customers. Don't wait unlit
Music Club
president, Linda Gasaway as sec- Richmond and is a
chemistry Music Club.
yowr tot foils. An occasional chock-up .costs
retary, Barbara Walters as pro- major; Barbara is a math major
loss than a ropalr job.
The Music Club officers for nex
gram chairman. Phyllis is a mem- from Louisville; Carolyn Haag is
ber of Kappa Delta Pi, Milestone an elementary education major
Staff, and Collegiate Pentacle. She from Shlvely, Ky. She has sung in
is from Winchester, Ky. Ronnie the Messiah Chorus, has served as
Wolfe is an English-history major reporter for Wesley Foundation
from Falmouth Ky. He Is a mem- and has served on the publicity
ber of OAKS the executive council committee. Tommy is from SomerNorth Second at Broadway
of BSU and the Progress Staff. set and is an Industrial
Arts
1 BLOCK PAST ARMORY
Linda Gassaway an English and major. He is a member of OAKS,
history
major
I
from
Watertown,
Phone 623-1540
Pi Tau Chi, the Industrial Arts
Free Parking
Tennessee, is a member of Cwens, Club, and KIE.
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Television & Radio Service

year are: Chuck Campbell, president: Cliford Wallace, vice-president; Janice Fulkerson. secretary;
and Gary Holsworth, treasurer.
hunt is from Louisville, Ky. and
has been in the band, orchestra,
and choir. Cliford. also r..ember of
Eastern's band and choir is fron.
Butler. Ky. Janice Fulkerson.
junior music and English major, i >
a member of the MENC. Music
Council, EKSC choir, and the Messiah Chorus. Gary Holsworth hn'i
been active in MEN and KIE. Ir
addition, he is a member of Eastern's band, orchestra, and choir.
MUNic r oil ll< 11

Cynthiana, Ky.; Sheila Gilrcath.
business manager.
health and
physical education major from
McKec, Ky.; Barbara Sammons,
intramural director, health and
physical education
major from
Newtown, Ohio.
si ml' II Discussion
Those serving as officers for tne
[ EKSC Student Discussion GiJiip
I are: Wilford A. Bladen, president;
Don
Hampton,
vice-president:
\ Sally Jo Proctor, secretary; and
Herbert Thomas Jennings, treasurer.
Wilford is a senior social science major and has been active
in the student-faculty discussion
groups in the past. He has served
several enlistments in the U.S.
Army; during World War II and
from 1948 to 1955.
Don Hampton, a sophomore commerce major, is from Cincinnati,
Ohio. He is a transfer from Cumberland College.
The secretary, Sally Jo Proctor,
is from Versailles, Ky. She has
served as secretary of the Newman Club, as treasurer and as
vice president of Bumam Hall
House Council.
Herbert Jennings, treasurer, is
a sophomore from Shelbyville. Ky.
He is a commerce major and has
served as a monitor of O'Donnell
Hall and is a member of the Men's
Dorm Council.
Physics Club
David Adams of Richmond, Ky.
A senior, graduated Model High,
physics and math major, member
and president Physics Club, Oaks,
Math Club, Progress Staff, Who's
Who In American Colleges and
universities. Disciple Student Fellowship, elected president.
Bary Blount of Beattyvllle, Ky.
A junior, attended Lee County
High School, physics and math major, member Math Club, Oaks,
elected vice president.
Don Dix of Hazard, Ky. A junior,
attended Hazard High School,
chemistry and physics major, member KIE and secretary KIE, Oaks,
secretary class, editor of 1962
Milestone, elected secretary,

is a social science major. She also
has been elected to the Student
Council, and is the reciplunt of
the "Contributed Most to Sullivan
Hall" award for 1061.
Vice President: Londa Leah Lewis, commerce major from Tyner.
Londa, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charley Lewis, is also a member of the Y.W.C.A. and waa the
Queen of the White Rose Formal.
Secretaiy: Sharlene Conley, Ruesell, elementary education major.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Conley, Sharlene waa recently elected secretary of Burnam,
Hall House Council, and la a member of the Y.W.C.A.
Treasurer: Linda 8ue Morris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Morris of Butler. A math major,
Linda Sue is also a member of the
Baptist Student Union and the
Young Women's Auxiliary.
Burnam flouse Council
Officers for Bumam Hall House
Council, recently elected, are:
President: Martha Walker. Louisville, elementary education major, has served on the House Council as a floor representative and
past secretary. She Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Walker,
Jr. Martha is also active in that
Westminster Fellowship.
Vice President: Sally Jo Proctor,
commerce major from Versailles.
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Proctor. Sally's other activities Include membership in the Newman
Club. She is the past treasurer of
Burnnm's House Council.
Secretary: The small town of
Russell, Kentucky, has placed
three girls on the House Council
this year. Sharlene Conley, an
elementary education major and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Conley, is one of them. Sharlene
is also a member of CWENS and
KYMA.
Treasurer: Sally Johnson, also
fiom Russell, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Johnson. She
is a member of CWENS, the
YMCA and the Math Club. Very
well suited for her job, Sally is
a math major.
Social Chairman: Judy Justice.
Russell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Justice, and an art major.
She has served on the House Councll, and is a member of the YWCA.
Big Sisters, and the college choir.

Janice Fulkerson, Ruth Weal.
Betty Lou Crisp.
Barbara Ani
Banes, and Melany Wood are th1961-62 Music Council officers.
Janice, who is elected as president,
music and English major. Co-vicepresidents will be Ruth West and
Betty Lou Crisp. Rulh is Cram
Richmond. Ky. and is a member
of the choir.
Munic Club, and
MENC. Betty'Lou. who is from
Prestonsburg, Ky., is a member of
the EKSC band, and choir and is
also a member of the Music Club
and MENC. Barbara Ann Bane.*,
who has been elected as secretary.
is from Willshoro, Indiana. Hor
activities include the college band.
Choir, Cwens, Music Club and
MENC. Next year's treasurer.
Meianle Wood, is from Louisville,
Ky. She is a member of the band
rnd orchestra. Music Club, and
MENC.
Pershing Rifles
The P. R.'s have elected Rnlph
Newman as Company Commander.
Jim Montgomery as Executive Officer, Harvey Turner as Pledge
Officer, George Beckett as Finance
Officer, and
Hugh Jenkins as
Public Information Officer. The
remaining officers were elected as
follows: S-l, John Hanlon Cariollton; S-2, Ray Welch, Covington; S-3, Bill Loveall. Louisville,
S-4, Jim Rice, Salyersville; First
Sergeant, Bob Leigh,
Danvlllo.
Ralph has stepped from 1st Sergeant in his sophomore year t':
Pledge Officer hiw junior year, to
Captian. He is also treasurer ol
OWENS
the Cadet Officers' Club and has
At the annual CWENS feast, the
received a Distinguished Military officers for 1961-62 were announced.
Student Award. Jim Montgomery
President: Peggy Ann Karem,
has also served the P. R.'s in the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
capacity of Finance Officer. Ho Fred Karem of Louisville. Peggy
has also been appointed business
manager of the '62 Milestone. The
Pleadge Officer, Harvey Turner,
has also been elected president of
the senior class of '62 and is a
member of the '62 Milestone Staff.
In the past he has worked on the
Progress staff and is the present
vice-president of the Men's Dorm
Council. George Beckett has served
as 1st Sgt. in P. R.'s, vice-president of the sophomore class, and
treasurer of the
Men's
Dorm
Council thfs past year.
Women's Recreation Association
Selected as the officers for 'fil'62 for WRA, ore: Sharon T.Iusen,
president; a health and physical
eoucation major from LaGrange,
Ky.; Merna Young, vice-president,
a health and physical education
major from Cincinnati, Ohio;
Suzanne Marcum. secretary, a
health and physical education
Richmond's
major from LaGrange, Ky.; Kay
Whitaker, treasurer, a health and
physical education major from

CONGRATULATIONS
To Graduates Of
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ELDER'S DEPT. STORE
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what's up front that counts
Up front is 1 FILTER-BLEND 1 and only Winston has itl
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
R. J. ftcrnolrli Tobarro Company. Wlnitnn-Salnn. N. C.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!
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NEWS FROM THE ALUMNI
C. H. Gifford, president of C. H.
Gifford and Company, w«i recently elected tp the Citizens Budget
Commission Board of Trustees ii.
New York City.
Mr. Gifford is a specialist in
real estate finance. He graduated
from Eastern In 1809. attended
the University of Chicago anil
holds an honorary degree of docto:
of literature fiom Baylor University. Mr. Gifford ft president and
director of literature fri«ni Baylor
University. Mr. Gifford is president and dirertor of nuniero is
corporations and a trustee of the
Broadwav Savings Rank in New
I York.
IN THE MEKVIUfc
Chaplain (Capt.l Clinton Helton
recently participated with other
active Army personnel from the
40th Signal Battalion in providing communications support foi
Luck Foxtrot, a command post ax
errise conducted at Fort (Toidon.
Ga», for US Army Reserve and National Guard troops from the
seven-state Third Army area.
Chaplain Helton was a. member
of the battalion which supported
the exercise by operating telephones, awitchboards and radio
links.
Helton was graduated
from
Eastern with high distinction in
19fil and received hiu B. D. degree
from Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in 1957.
A group of Washington alumni
got together recently to see the
musical comedy. "Donnymrook",
starring Art Lund '37. Lund has
to« billing alone with Eddie Foy
in this musical now playing at the
National Theatre in Washington
He had just returned from London
where, he played the role he creal
ed on- Broadway in "Most Happy
Fella ' after a ten month engagement.
After the play, Lund invited th.
group to the Willard Hotel where
the cast had gathered. Those in
the party were Mr. and Mia. Sam
Beckley," Mrs. Beckley, class of '38
and Mr. Beckley. class of '85; Mr.
and Mi's. Claude White; Col. an.'
Mrs. Frank Wilcox. Mrs. Wilcox.

General Williams
Gets Award
1938 Graduate
Of The College
The "Outstanding Alumnus
Award" was presented to Eastern
State College's first armed forces
general at the armual Alumni Day
dinner Saturday nigtht.
Brigadier General Adriel N. Williams, a'native of Shelbyville and
_ 1938 graduate of Eastern, became the sixth Eastern alumnus
to receive the award. Eastern
President Robert R. Martin was
the first graduate to receive the
honor in 1956.
A World War II hero, General
Williams was one of the pioneers
in airborne warfare. He was copilot on the aircraft that dropped
tjie first Army paratrooper at Ft.
Bennlng, Ga.. In 1940. His decorations Include the Legion of Merit,
Distinguished Flying Cross with
three Oak Leaf Clusters, the Air
Medal, French Croix de Guerre
avec Palm, Presidential unit Citation, and Che Most Exalted Order
of the White Elephane, Thailand.
General Williams lias worked
closely with such personages as
Generals Maxwell D. Taylor, William M. Miley, Joseph M. Swing,
James M. Gavin, William C. Westmoreland and William C. Lee. He
is presently deputy director for
policy of the United States Air
Force.
President Martin was the key
speaker at the banquet that honored the Golden Jubilee Class of
1911, the Silver Jubilee Class of
1936, and the 1961 graduating
class.
Eastern's 9,000 alumni were honored by President Martin's announcement that the* new 12,200,000 physical education plant will
be called Alumni Coliseum. Vice
President Lyndon B. Johnson will
break ground for the new plant
June 1 following his address at the
commencement of the college.
Dr. Martin told the 300 alumni
in attendance that "the future of
Eastern depends on the loyalty
and devotion of her alumni more
than any one other single factor."
He said, "The time has come for
us to marshal our forces and organize our efforts to help build a
greater Eastern. We need your
assistance in seeing that your
finest students—the ones with the
greatest potential—come to this
campus. You need to, as individuals, and as groups, begin to
provide scholarships which will
help worthy and needy students
to come here. To paraphrase
President Kennedy, we need to
decide now what we can do for
Eastern, rather than what can
Eastern do for us."
New officers of the Alumni Association were installed: Dr. Otis
C. Amis, Lexington, president;
Rev. Elmore Ryle, Frankfort, vice
president; Mrs. Ruth Spurlock,
Richmond, second vice president.
Retiring officers are Dr. Gene
C. Farley, Glasgow, president;
Glenn Underwood, Louisville, vice
president; Miss Charity Cowan,
Erlanger, second vice president.
Officers-elect for the 1962-63
year who will take office next
spring' were announced: Ray E.
Glltner, Covington, president; William E. Bennett, Louisville, vice
president; Mrs. Katherine Sallee
Adams, Richmond, second vice
president.
of President and Mrs. Martin at
•n dm house at Blanton House,
the president's home.
Earlier, the alumni were guests

Big Itinerary
For College Prexy

New Faculty
Members Added

Dr. Robert R. (Bob) Martin,
The addition of three faculty
president of Eastern State Col- members to ihe history departat Eastern Kentucky Stale
lege, isn't a jabbery sort of educa- ment
College 1 as been announce I by
tor but you can't say he is a man President Robert R. Martin. All
of few words. How can he be three will assume duties September 1st.
with this speaking itinerary?
The College board »f regents, at
Thursday, he speaks at the Harrilast meeting, approved thson High commencement and will their
hiring of Richard Dale Givena,
address grads at Pendleton High presently on the faculty of the
Friday night. He will have things University of Texas. Brenton Hoyt
to say at the Eastern alumni din- Smith, ami instructor of history
ner Saturday night and will have .at Temple University, Philadelphia,
part in the Eastern baccalaureate [ Pa., and William II. Beige, an
service Sunday. On Monday night, Eastern giad'.iaie who is complethe will be commencement speaker ing work toward the Ph. D. decree
for Madison-Model and will make . at Vanderbilt.
comments at the ROTC revue on
Glvens received Ihe B. A. degree
Tuesday night. He is scheduled from Baylor University and the
to speak at Boone County High M. A. from the University of
Wednesday night. Of course, he Texas. Additional graduate work
will be one of the chier participants ; has been done at the University or
in Eastern's commencement on I Arizona, the University of CaliThursday. June 2 will find him fornia, and San DiegO Slat.' Colspeaking to Nicholas County High 1 le^e. He has served in the U. S.
seniors and he will give the com- Navy and Iris taught anthropology
mencement address at Holmes at the University of Texas. A naHigh June 13.
tive of Mercedes, Texas, he also
Wednesday, he spoke at Itonnd- has taught anthropology at U. C.
stone Elementary School. During L. A.
this month, he has already adSmith Is a graduate of Ya!dressed graduation classes at Lynn University, where lie received the
Camp High near Corbln and at A. B. degree. He completed work
M. C. Napier High at Hazard.
toward the A. M. degree at the
University of Pennsylvania and the
Ph. D. a I
the University of
Michigan. His specialized fields
Include modern European history,
dipomalie history, and French
history.
He has taught at Suffolk University in Boston. Maun., Kansas
Wesleyan University in Saltna,
Kan., the University of Michigan
in Ann Arbor. St. Lawrence University in Canton, N. Y., and
Temple University.
Berge graduated from Eistern
with high distinction in 1957 and
Governor Bert Combs and Per- received the M. A. degree from
in 1959. He served as a
sonnel Commissioner Walter Gat- Vanderbilt
teaching fellow while studying at
tis this morning urged the grad- Vanderbilt.
He will complete the
uating seniors of Eastern State Ph. I', degree
in August. Bei.;e
College to stay in Kentucky "where has taughl at Arkansas A and M
there is as much opportunity as j the past two years.
can be found In any state in the
nation."
Space and missile system reThe Governor told the seniors search in 1962 will account for
attending the informal coffee hour j more than half of
the total
in Walnut Hall of the Union Build- I military research end development
ing that "if you want to be a part budget.
of a great and growing state, stay
right' here in Kentucky where tremendous progress is being made in
all areas."
Gattis, a former Eastern faculty
member, said that "Kentucky taxpayers have a multi-million dollar ,
investment and we need the best '
leaders here In Kentucky." He said j
the state is moving from 20 per
cent state employees now to 80 j
per cent July 1.
Mentions Merit System
"I want to encourage you potential leaders of our state to stay
here and help us continue to grow,"
he said. "There are positions in
some 40 or 50 areas open for you."
He also spoke of the new merit
system, which will be in effect
July 1.
John Whisman. an assistant to
the Governor and a specialist in
distressed areas, said that "our
greatest need is not coal, timber,
or rich soil, but good people."
"Stay here on this new frontier
that has opened up," he asked of
the seniors.
The visiting state dignitaries
were introduced by President Robert R. Martin.

Combs, Gattis
Meet Seniors

Urge Them Stay
In Kentucky

The S740 million paid to depositors in Interest-dividend* by
New York State savings banks
last year Is equivalent to about
$45 for every man, woman and
child in the state.

Library Study
Program Planned

John Birch Society's Objectives
For "Witch - Hunting"

(ACPI Praise for the John Birch Society's objectives of exposing areas of Communist activity and denunciation of the group's
"witch-hunting" approach characterize the two predominant viewpoints being expressed on college campuses concerning the recently
prominent political group.
Suggesting the problem the society poses, the University of
Southern California DAILY TROJAN states: "In the middle stands
the student—afraid* to become a 'liberal' for fear that he be labeled
aCommunist. afraid to become a 'conservative' for fear that he be
labeled a Johh Bircher. Struggling in this dilemma, he is apt to do
one of two things:
"(1) He either joins some group quite gets around to making a
stand for truth or justice—he's
- liberal or conservative, left-win? too busy with his self-appointed
or rightwing so that he 'doesn't task of ridding the world of evi'
stand alone, so that his voice is The patriotism of the anti-comone of many, less guilty, less buln- munists seems to me to lead tc
erable.
Dachau and the Siberian salt
"(2) He voices no opinion at al: rmnee." Dr. Arner cautions. "Thcie
about anything which might he people recognize no standards by
j suspect, which touches on thi which they or America must he
!
'different', which seems contro- judged."
MRS. MARY YUNDT
| versial. Instead, he finds some
Comments the Tulane HULPresident Rob»rt R. Martin an- rabbit hole and dives into it. afraid LABALOO. "We fell that such
nounced today that a program of to come out for fear of being o:\ groups as 1he birch So-ietv, by
library science that will provide the wroong side of the fence, for creating fear anil suspicion, two
for the certification of school li- fear of being labeled either a Red germs in a democratic.society, are
disrupting the security of this
brarians will be installed into the or a Fascist."
curriculum at Eastern State Col"Only through individual effort," coimtry. We would like to see the
lege beginning with the summer the editorialist concludes, "only HUAC (House Un-American
session
through educated, local Bind wholly Activities Committcel look into
The new program will be de- I individual action against the Com such extremists of the right will
signed to offer the student a mi- I munists and the John Birchen
with the same vigor as th;y do the
nor in library science and the re- ! indeed against extremists through- left wing activities."
quirements for certification for out the world—can anything be
Disapproval of such a move
both elementary and high school done about the present state of af- however, was expressed by .librarianship as set by the Ken- fairs.
campus group. Slate, at the Univtucky State Board of Education.
be a difficult job. a job ersity of California. Berkeley. The
Martin also announced that Mrs. for"Itthewill nonconformist,
job foi organisation's reso'ut'on. at quotMary Craytor Yundt, who has 23 the individual who lives bya his
ed by the DAILY CALIFORN1AN
years of professional library ex- ideals, his own standards, his own
own reads in part: "Slate is opposed to
perience, has been hired by the opinions. But it is a job which
the limitatiaons of civil liberties
board of regents to teach in the must be done if reason anl in- through investigations by d.rinew library science department.
is once again to return, giessional committees which are
She will begin duties with the telligence
if
America
is to remain strong and conducted primarily for publicity
summer session, which starts
lather than legislation, anl feels
free
and
brave."
June 12.'
that wheather the activities of tl.e
Asserts
Dr.
Douglas
Arner.
asA graduate of Flora Stone
John Birch Society should be reMather College and the School of sociate professor of philosophy at garded with amusement r>r rather
Library Science, Western Michi- i Arizona State University, as quot- with alarm, they should not be
gan University, she has also stud- ed by the STATE PRESS: "The countered by such means"
'Down with Communism CHAPES. A NECESSARY EVIL
ied at Heidelberg College, Indiana iI motto
University and Kentucky Wesley- that some anti-communists are to(ACPI-Grades .ire tho "repul' day waving before society could sive part of teaching." No instrucan College.
She has served with the East just as well be 'Down with Truth' tor likes them. So states Lmro.n
Cleveland, Ohio, public library and or 'Back to the Cave'." He de- Constance, dean of <n» co»» a*
present-day
ar.ti- rm- letters and SBWare at tnc Univerhas been librarian at Kentucky scribesWesleyan and in the Owensboro munism as leveled principally at sitv of Califdrnti.
public schools. She also has served I the intellectual, and as an exten"But though Trades are highly
at Heidelberg College and was sion of Nietzsche's concept of the "li'iblc. I see no alternative under
cataloger at Indiana University. Naysayer.
the American system of educa"The Naysayer is one who op- tion." The latter h? describes is
A native of East Cleveland. Ohio,
she is married to Paul David poses evil because he feels it im- tared on a "pijeon-hole" philosopossible to support good. He nevei phy of filing awiv satisfied reYundt, Owensboro.
quirement. "For this reason, wc
keep records of how well particular
thi'.gs have DMA done.",
Constance dismisses '.he European system of rlg.itvn* cari.prchcnst.e examinations at the end of
college asimprar'ic.u. because oncurricula are r.o. rigWly nrcseriter'
and ' a pass-or-fail gradirg system
world be un»uilal»> for •» large
l,r;-.-«rsitv."
"Without a doolii cur <;ra.i'ii«»
Kvrtem is faulty But 1.1 Cwwrsl,
fie most capah!- tJfWents win .dr
their best wort
get the
fcem
grades." he eo». ■tfcrtefc Sara Pav.dson reoorts the den's comment*
in the last of .' s>nei of article's
on grading in the DA1LV <~AI IFORNIAN.

HONORED AT EASTERN PROGRESS BANQUET—Among the Progress staff honored at Monday
night'.-, first annual Progress banquet at Eastern State College were these four seniors: From leftPal Monaghan. Richmond, business manager; Charles Klonne. Park Hills, editor; Larry Knarr. Bellevue; Dave Adams. Richmond, assistant editors. Merit pins were awarded to underclass members of the
weekly newspaper staff.

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

the former Dorothy Darns, class
of '40 and Col. WilccdjL class of
'41; Col. and Km. James T Hennessey, class of '40 (the Hennessey's son will enter Eastern this
fall): Brig. Gen. and Mrs. Adriel
"Dec" Williams, Gen.' Williams,
ela'js of '38.

AI.I'MNI NEWR
Edmond Hammond, principal Oi
Colerain High School. Cincinnati.
Ohio, was named superir enJent of
the Northwent School District this
year. Mr.
Hammond signed a
three-year rontmet with the echo d
board.'
He taught at Cbleraln Elementary and High School and served
for' a time as superintendent of
the oki Springdale Klemer'ary
School before returning to Coleraln
High in IBM.
Mr. Hsmmomt received his B S.
degree at Eastern In IBM and His
M. Ed. at the Untve'dty of
Cincinnati In 195.1. He Hves at
4S.39 Hanley Road. White Oak,
Ohio.
Ray VencW, Jr. hns accepted
the position as heart basketball
coach at Madison High School In
Richmond, Venclll, who played
varsity basketball at Eastern, will
join the Madison High faculty in
September this year.
He was graduated from Bi'.'-rtern
in J959 and will receive his
master's degree this year here.
Leslie Combs, science teacher of
Clermoht Northeas tern High
School in Ohio, has been selec'.eil
frOm a large number of applicants
for a 15,000 government scholarship in the area of counseling an I
guidance at Ohio Slate University.
Mr. Combs will begin his studathls September in pre.nari.ig him
self as a professions! counselor. 1
Criteria for selection were based
on his high scholastic record, tests,
potential in the field. Ihe need for
professional counselors in hit,)"
school and upon the recommendation of the county superintendent
of schools, the executive head an<*
the principal of Northeastern.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Comb?
graduated from Eastern, In l!)4t
Mrs. Comty teachers in-Amelia
Ohio.

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS
BY 0. E. SCHOEFFLER Esquire's Fashion Direetir
You will probably have more occasions to don formalwear during
your undergraduate years than at any other time of your life,.,
unless you become a career diplomat or a sax player. No apparel in
your wardrobe is more strictly governed by tradition than formal,
wear, so...
FOLLOW THE RULES. There aren't many,
but each should be observed if you want to be
correctly turned out. First, what fabric?
Since most ballrooms and country clubs are
warm enough to prevent pneumonia among
the strapless dress set, I think lightweight
formalwear for men makes sense in any sear
son. Choose lightweight mohair, a mohair
blend or other blend in either black or midnight blue.
YOUR JACKET, SIR . . . should be singlebreasted -with natural shoulder line and a
shawl collar with plain or satin-faced lapels.
Trousers are tapered. Select a white dress
■iiirt with pleated or plain bosom, a black
•atin cummerbund and bow tie.
You'll need cufflinks and studs for the shirt.
These must match and can be either black
pearl, onyx or plain gold. Some experts advocate black patent oxfords or pumps, but I
don't think they're necessary if your black
dress shoes are fairly plain and lfght enough
for dancing. Wear black hose, of course.

<4~\

BUDGET PERMITTING, you will also want a white dinner jacket
for Spring and Summer parties. Surely a white dinner jacket i»
among the most festive of masculine fashions... and it makes even
an ordinary Joe feel like Cary Grant. Follow the same styling rules
as for the all-black outfit and wear the same type of accessories.
The more venturesome will want to investigate the dashing new
crop of plaid Madras and printed Batik dinner jackets. These are
also tailored in natural shoulder, single-breasted style with shawl
collars. So much for elegance, now let's check out some new
beachwear.
*
IN THE SWIM, you'll see many variations on knit swim briefs
and trunks in all kinds of fabrics and patterns. Horizontal or vertical stripes in vivid color combinations will be the number one
choice. The boxer style also remains popular, especially in colorful
new plaids or solid shades of blue, olive or gold.
ON THE BEACH, or at pooUide,
take note of the attractive and comfortable new terry cloth diy-off
tuits. These outfits consist of a shirt
and either shorts or longer pants In
white or such wild colors aa Tiger
i(orange-rust). The biggest newsmaker is this year's version of buccaneer pants... beach kn ickers! Yes,
shades of Tom Swift... knickesl are
back. These are heavy white cotton
twilL They button just below the
knee and look great teamed With
long-sleeved crew neck pullover knit
shirts in bright horizontal itrtpas.

"FLAT - TOPS
Our SPECIALTY"
Underneath

■Rope-soled canvas Espadrilles go
*:th any of these fashions.

GLYNDON HOTEL
Have • ronderf ul Summer and well get together again next fiJL

r

MURRAY RECAPTURES
O. V. C. TRACK TITLE

r

Tiack stars Dave White, John Thomas, and Ernie Bro.vh clasp
r Kinds symbolizing the Thinclads'
winning season.

Murray's Thoroughbreds marched to a convincing: victory in a
star-studded Ohio Valley Conference Track Meet held at Cookeville.
Tennessee last Friday and Saturday Murray, in gaining its 'ourth
consecutive OVC track title, outdistanced second place Middle Tennessee by twenty points (75-551. Kaatern's Maroons, undefeated in
thirteen dual meets this season, finished fifth in the meet, attesting
to the amount of competition at Cookevilie.
Coacli Glenn Uosseit commented
Senior Larry Welerkamp pile
that his boys d.d the beat the
!?ffl*g_ i**/?1" * "» f*°"LM
i;oru,
but finished second to M'licould do. but the competition waevidently a little rougher th^: ray's Joe Voylea who went 13-7'«
or a new conference lecoid. Tlie
that to which they lisJ been ac
cu.stomed. liir Maroons weie abli Maroons mile-relay tea:n of E
Spen
k. Robe:. Boott, Ray St-artui.
In captuie on'y one Final and Brai and Ber.
Price broke the coneienc '
Dalton took on the last bros
e.-orj for the evo:it, but finishes |
jump. DaJtoB had beaten the JlBtt] second
to Murray.
oi .. .!.:.•: Larry Mason of Tennes
In the 440 yard lelay. Ei.- >r:
se<- Tech. bit h.id been dcquallfie
for scratching;. On his las. jump anehpr man Dennis Sprous ap
Ernie leaped 22 feel 6'j incite peared to have broken the tape
without even hi ting: the board with his cheat, bill Mm ray wa:
This cost him 6 additional inche- awarded first place because the:
tut was itiil >food enough to win mai! hail h'a foot acresa the line
Ernie also came in fifth in tlw first. It took the JiiJg.es fifteen
broad jump, giving him a total of minutes to decide ihe winner ano
lhat'j how close it was.
six of Eastern's 38 points.
Sprous ran the 100 in 10 flat
Freshman
Robert Scott waEastern's high-point man with 7 to gain a filth In that event, beatfinishing thlid in the 4-MI «.i ing out Western's Wir.ton Boone.
participating' in the 440 yard relay who run-tin- 100 at 9.8 against us
and the mile relay In which tin at Bowling Green. Boone failed lo
Maroons picked up a pair of sec- score in the conference meet and
ond placis. Richie Emmsns. with the Western team as a whole could
a second in the low hurdles and gather only one point altogether
with a fifth in the mile run.
6 points.
John Thomas raft- fourth in the
two-mile, but Eastern rerordholder
Ernie Brown had a bad day and
ran a poor last. Freshman miler
David White a."0 was off. finish
'rif seventh in the mile and in th.88.
Bobby Smith capture.- a fifth
in the high hurdles and Roger
Kincer was also fifth in the lows,
This was the extent of Kantem scoring.
The record-breakers were:
1. Voyles of Murray who pole
vaulted 13-7 >.s.
2. Richard Fletcher of Morehead who hurled the javelin 102-5
3. Marshall Banks of Morehead
who sped the 220 in 21-5 In Friday's qualifying prelims.
4. Murray's Rims Dawson who
tinned the'tS'.' In 1:57.9.
5. Murray's mile relay tea n
which stopped the clocks in 3:21.8
(Eastern's time way 3:21.91.
Sprinter Jim Schaeffer of Tennessee Tech and Russ Dawson of
Murray shared, high point honors
at ll'v. Hurdler Ray Cooper-tinonly double winner of Middle
Tennessee was
thir w ith 11.
Tech's Rudy Schmltton had 10Vi<
Team scores: Murray 75. Middle
Tennessee 55, Tennessee Tech 50.
Morehead 48, Eastern 38, Ens;
Tennessee 5. Western 1.

ager; Milton Newman, Homestead, Florida, assistant manager; Carter Brandenburg. Richmond; Bob Headv, Elwood, Indiana; John Coleman, Cleves. Ohio; Mike McPhail. Ft. Thomas; and Eddie Joseph, Ashland. Third row; Ronnie Noel, Florence: Bob Reetz, MaysvilleDavid Quick, Amityville, New York; Bill Curry. Covington; Phillip Garner. Russel Springs; and Neil Garrett, Hamilton, Ohio. Back row:
Ken Plgg. Newport; Jim Bell, Dayton, Ohio; Heber Dunaway. Beattyville; Danny Woods, Louisville; and Bill Goedde. Cincinnati.
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You Are Always Welcome At

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
WE ARE KNOWN FOR

GOOD

It
I It's Light...It's Right..it's \\

I Samsonite,, I
Streamlite ^

FOOD

SO LONG

Intramural Field,
Track Being
Built At Eastern
Construction to proceeding on
schedule on a new intramural foolbail field and hard-surfaced, nllwcather track at Eastern State
College. This is part of the college's multi-million dollar construction project
that is under
way.
President Robert R. Martin said
today these facilities
will give
Eastern "as fine a track and recreation area as can be found in
the country."
The football field will also be
used as a practice field for the
varsity grid teams of Eastern.
The eight-lane track, to be built
to Olympic specifications.
will
have a black-top base with oneinch composition of asphalt-rubber. Only one other track of this
kind can be found in the nation,
according to Dr. Fred Darling. Associate professor of health and
physical education.
'"'This type of surface has gained
international fame," said Dr.
Darling, "and has been called 'the
track of the future' in various
pi-bllcatlons."
Located on southeastern section
of the campus, directly east of the
new 12,200,000 physical education
plant, the new facilities will be
completed in August. Vice Presi- [
dent Lyndon B. Johnson will break
ground on June 1 for Eastern's
new physical education plant.
All the college's physical education and athletic facilities will be
easllv accessible by a new fourlane highway and will have a 1,500
car pal king lot.
'
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HERSCHEL'S
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and prices start as low as *14
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Tripie-consmiclkin Jrream/lie wilh aniff-naialaal
vinyt coverint lakes roue* and tumble in stride.
Roomy interiors. Sturdy drawbolts can't spring open.
Made to last-in the classic design thai never
I ol Hvk. Malchinj colon lot men and women.
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McCORD'S JEWELRY

BOB'S
MEN'S SHOP

Dial 623-1200
101 S. First Street

SURVEY PROGRESS OF TRACK AND GRID FIELD—President Robert R Martin Is pictured reviewing the progress of the new Intramural football field and hard-surfaced track being constructed
a* Eastern State College. From left: Dr.- Fred Darling, associate pr.ifessoi- of health and physical education: PJeville T. Cotton, Richmond contractor; Martin, and Don Feltner. publicity director."

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Eddie Joseph.

Ken Pigg went all the way to
take his second win against four
: losses. The loss was credited to
Jim Carringer who had a no-hitter
until the fifth inning when Dunai way hit a pop-fly uouble.
1
Berea
: Eastern

*1 JU5T HEMCP A rWKWLE RJMCS—THAT TH5 TKU^TEg^
WILL &QuiZe AUL KOf&50<& ID PA$51W' 6rffi?ANee EXAM'

aiM'IH'l.\J _*lPAY
idriirc^nariKf:!:^!

CALLING ALL CARS!

IT WILJ.BE REMEMB^ED FORt: mk

Question *1:

As a college student, do you believe that you are taking
the best advantage of your educational opportunities?

Answer:

Yes-

Question s2:
Answer:
Question #3:

Do you think that American colleges tend to overemphasize
football and other sports to the detriment of the status of
academic accomplishments?
Yes.

Question #4:
Answer:

TECHNICOLOR®

M PAIRICK <mm / UNOA CMSTM. —.-

AVALON lOMio'WHtN/ CHILI wAts/js RICHARD BGONE
■ ■■III. AND RAT. AT
1280-3:20-6:10-9:00
-STARTS SUNDAY AT
2:13-6:15 and 8:15

No-

SorfrecoJlege men are wearing trimmed beards. Do you
think most girls will be attracted to men with trimmed
beards?
Yes
No

Answer:

No-

How many cigarettes do you smoke a day, on the average?
Less than 8_
18-22-

8-12Over 22-

13-17-

':;:;•■■■-■■■■

UNLOCK A NEW WORLD OF
FRESH SMOKING PLEASURE

Get That Car Rodio
In Shop* Today!
Drive In Repair Facilities
At

KM
Campus
Opinion
Answers:

Kirk's TV & Radio
MOVED TO
NO. 2ND AND BROADWAY
1 Block Past Richmond Armory

Tht l*M Campus
to a ttstisticiMr

Answer,
Answer,
Answer,
Answer,

Question
Question
Question
Question

#1:
' 2:
»3:
#4:

H H*

2
2

ADAMS TO PARTICD7ATE
IN TOURNEY IN ITALY
Jack Adams, former Eastern
State College basketball star, is
en loute. with teammates of the
Denver Truckers, to Turin. Italy,
to participate in a five-nation
basketball tournament. Besides
America, other nations competing will be Italy, Belgium, France
and Yugoslavia.
Two weeks ago. Adam-; returned
from a barnstorming basketball
trip through Russia.

Start Fresh with UN ...Stay Fresh with DM...

AMG"
JOHN WAYNE / RICHARD WIDMARK / LAURENCE HARVEY

1

R

100 010 000—2 7
000 002 12x—5 5

Light UP an DM, and answer
these questions. Then compare your
answers with those of 1,383 other
college students (at bottom of page).

.... •■;...£■ ■
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| ESC Baseball Team
Wins Over Berea, 5-2
The Eastern baseball team tarmiinated its season Saturday with a
5-2 win over Berea.
The locals. . coached by Turkey
; Hughes, finished up their card
with a 6-11 record.
The victory was led by senior
first baseman Heber Dunaway Who
ini a double and single and scored
I the deciding run in the seventh
| inning on a double by shortstop

STARTS
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Invites you to
Step Out in
Style-

The Eastern Progress Thursday, June I, 1961

Yes 367c - No 64%
Yes 10% - No 90%
Yes 34% - No 66%
Less than 8, 20%-8-12, 18% - 13-17, 19% 18-22, 28%-Over 22, 16%

The more win smoke, Ihe more yon appreciate today's L*M. Yon start
fn-.h with l.-'M, ami you alay fresh with MM. Do away with drirdoul la air for good. The arerelf Flavor Seal. . . l.*M'a apeeial way of
moialurizina; lobsceo to aeal in natural tobacco freshness > • . aataraj
tobacco goodneaa. Get frrah-taalina —heat-tsaling L*M.

Opinion Poll »ai takon at over 100 collsfat where l»M hat itadant representative*, and may not
random selection of all underjradaate schools.
«1961 Liffett t Myara fokacco Co.
Hp ■

Ravenna.
6
The Eastern Progress Thursday, June I, 1961
Fayett* County: Earl Joseph
Benson, Clay Clyde Carroll, Carl
Price Cole, Oretta Phillips Lawson,
Joyce Simpson Layton, ILexington.
(Coattnued rrom rage u
^^ County. Darryl Dyvian
Robert Calvin Richards, all of Brown, West Prestonsburg; WyLrexinrton.
nona Gall Holbrook, Wheelwright;
Floyd County: Beaulahvene Sturneth Moore mman, Garrett;
Akers Brown, Prestonsburg; Ken- ' Naney Eleanor Marshall, David,
dall Craft, Jr., Wayland; William
Franklin County: Jennie Ann
Thomas Orothers. David.
| Whltaker and Smythe Jack WllFranklin County: James Donald liams, Frankfort.
Sturgeon, Frankfort.
Garrard County: Anne HamGarrard County: Julia Ann Pol- mons Brbgll, Bryantsville; Gaines
lard, Lancaster.
Maurice Greene, Paint Lick; Len- ,
Harlan County: James Eric Har- nle Hollon Land, Sadie L. Prewitt '
rlson, Harlan; Mitchell Earl Reed, Moore, Bessie Marie Morris, Bobby |
Alvs.
'■ Johnson Powell, Lancaster.
Grant County: Arthur Dean
Jefferson County: Michael H.
Gassaway, Constance Anne Swann, Gross, Williamstown.
Greenup County: Cellia McOonShirley Ann Tompklns, Susan Saxton Webb, LouisvlUe; Courtney nell Conley, Russell; Jack Delano
I
.inn.
Flat wood.
Lee Seits, Valley Station; Nancy
Marian County: Amanda Riley
Glenn Steadman, Middle town; Leo
Anderson, Coalgood; Harold Dean
White, Pleasure Ridge.
Johnson County: Clyde Roy Barton, Paul Carmony. Jr., Barbara Ann Johnson, Clayton AllPack, Thealka.
Ken ton County: Richard Gordon man Taylor, Alva; Audra Lean
Caudill, Peggy Lee Parker, CumHoward, Covington.
Laurel County: Robert Vincent berland; James Howard Coldiron,
Holcomb, London.
.Glenn Saylor, Wallins; Rosa Lee
Letcher County: Elmer Ray Greene, Grays Knob; Bobby Lee
Banks, Whitesburg.
.Hammond, Lynch; Phlllip_ Ray
Lincoln County: William Lewis Jaco, Benham; Donald Benson
Clark, Eddy McDanicl Turpln, Mills, Evarta; Clyde Riggs, Jr.,
Harlan; Donna Tolliver Miracle,
Stanford.
Madison County: Betty Chen James E. White, Lynch; Robert
ault Fawkes, PrlciUa Lane, Mary : Ray Tomlinson, Chevrolet; Hildred
Margaret McGlasson, Bailey Pey- ChrisUne Turner, Bledsoe; Marion
Jay Wilson, Smith; Jack Ernest
ton Pearson, Richmond.
Martin County: John P. Weaver, Lee, Tremont.
Harrison County: Marjorie Rees
Warfield.
MercerCounty: Clinton S. Wood- Hill, Stella Rawlings, Lloyd James
ward, Harrodsburg.
, Smith, Jr., Francis Taylor Vest,
MoCreary County: Robert D. Cynthiana.
Oilreath, Wtiitley City.
I Henry County: Kenneth McNlcholas County: Earl Thomas Manis. Campsburg.
Smith, Carlisle.
Hopkins County: Frank Joseph
Oldham County: Donald Thurber i Tomaro, Madlsonville.
Thompson, Crest wood
I Jackson County: Aileen DavidPerry County: James Franklin son Boggs, Olin; Herman BrockHacker, Hazard.
man. Sherry Ann Brockman, Sand
Pike County: Elaine Kathryn Gap; Robert Ray Knight, Thelma
Kober, Feds Creek; Larry Doug- Lakes, McKee;
Dona Turner
MATTOX HALL OPEN HOUSE—President Robert R. Martin,
las Stanley, Plkevllle.
Moore. Bond; Hazel Mae Morris,
left, is shown congratulating M. E. Mattox, registrar at Eastern
Pulaski County: Robert LortonGray Hawk; Jerry Thomas RidKentucky State College, for whom tone new men's dormitory was
Clark, Ferguson; Garlan Matthew j nour, Tyner; Elijah Silas Scalf,
named, at Sunday's open house following the baccalaureate servCummins, Crab Orchard; Frances Parrott.
ices. Mrs. Mattox is shown at extreme right.
Mae Dobbs, Burnsidc; Donald Ray
Jefferson County: Harriet R.
Gilbert, Somerset
Adkisson, Kenneth M. Bailey,
Rockcastle County: Sam P. | David Michael_ Downing, Barbara
Jones, Mt. Vernon.

Record 457 To
Receive Degrees

Disintegration Of Schools
Poses Serious Ed. Problem

Much has been said lately about integration in our schools. And
there is no doubt that this has become a major problem since the
revolutionary decision of the United States Supreme Court in Brown
v. Board of Education on May 17, 1954, which reversed the contrary
rule of Plessy v. Ferguson upon which since 1898 the segregated school systems of our Southern states had been developed with
ever-increasing Improvement, particularly in the colored schools,
until they were suddenly confronted with the shocking impact of the
Supreme Court's about-face.
However, while "integration" has become an explosive and
dangerous problem In the South, it does not compare in evil consequences with the countrywide "disintegration" of our educational
system which has been going on largely unnoticed for the past 30
years, until Its awful results have finally attracted public attention—
let us hope before it Is too late.
Con f lgu ratlonlsm
automatically.
The most sinking example Jf
Crazy Method
this disintegration, as well as the
This crazy method was insimplest and easiest to understand, troduced witn such ilttle fanfare
is in the teaching of reading—the into our educational system that
very first of the Three R's. Cat- It largely escaped puolic noice
astrophe here followed slowly but until its baneful cliects finally
surely the abandonment of the al- forced the issue into the open. The
phabet as the foundation of read- increasing number of unfortunate
ing instruction, and substitution of pupils w«io had later to take
configuration. Conflgrationlsm re attracted the attention of their
quires chidren 'o memorize the parents. So did the fact that the
appearance oi whole words, re- usual reading defects disclosed
gardless of the Individual letters were evidently connected wim tne
which compose them, whereas the configurational method of instrucalphabetic method requires only tion, and that the standard rememorization of the 28 letters of medy was the alphabet
our alphabet in their conventional
Cure was much slower than
order, plus the learning of the prevention, for these older onilsounds which these letters le- dren had to unlearn all their had
present—considerably more than reading habits at an age when
26 sounds, for some letters, their minds had lost some of the
particularly the vowels, represent elasticity of childhood The quesmore than one sound, but of tion naturally arose why, it the
couse infiniely less than the num- alpnabet (or "phonics") was the
ber of separate words. The on.y way to teach these retaraed
alphabetical method is often re- .■M.idion to read, It was not also
ferred to as "phonics."
the rational way to teach all chilThe advantages of the alpha- dren in the first place, thus avoidbetical over the word-by-word ing altogether the painful exsystem are so overwhelming that pedient oi the "remedial'' classes.
it is incredible that the latter
By-Product
should have been Imposed upon
One of the by-products of conmost of the country's public tour-reading Is the disappearance
schools, and adopted by many of good handwriting and correct
private or independent ones; but spelling. The accuracy required to
this is obviously another case write the letters clearly and to
where we took things for granted spell properly is wholly foreign to
for so long that we forgot how conflguratlonism.
must be founght for to be presA nother unwholesome excretion
erved.
of conflguratlonism is the reading
matter which
the unfortunate
pupils are forced to swallow.
Brown IH, Russell Springs.
McConnell, Robert Ernest Mat- Hayes, Norma Jean Stephens p'n,^tanl^
nations
Since
the
number
of word shapes
Washington County: Th om as thews, Jr.. Barbara Ann Matthls, ,^ «££•■£: «-"Sjfc &ffME^M,BS^ * Western civilization, g
which children can memorize In a
Ph.lp.
McMill.n, Springfield.
BetUe' afSTJg I S^WlEST iaXr, S£ &S&&SSS5: I ^SSS^STSSraSA year is limited to two or three
Whitley County: Jerry Robert ward Payton, Robert Dean Scobec. Mollie Pierce 'Taylor ParM" S"?1. mo™*GcniM Ftovd NS • »<*"■ the discovery was unlversal- Hundred and since without knowirown, Julia
Holt. Corbin;, Sarah Alice
Welsh.
Brown,
„„.... Rose
.™~ ..-..,
— -Janet Gay, Lptoi Donald L. Tower, ^PJJJ^^^^S considered lik7that of fire in ledge of the alphabet they are
Hugh Bart Steely. WUmunsburg. • Wesley. Douglas Logan Young, Hill.
'StiTllSmX wWmriU*. ttriemnarl. I anthropology, or the wheel in helpless if confronted with a new
Out-of-state: David Lee Groshei-' Louisville; Charles Benton JackMercer County: Louise Gash gfr,*»»{*
yTffSlLiSgSiSIr I modSSe*
woid, the texts given them lor indcr, Ronald Flannery Neeld. and son, Valley Station.
Devlne, Julius Hungate, Christine ;««»; "*"a V. Mackev
Sewancc''
Simplification
tellectual fodder have to be tailorac ey
Dolores Marie Doraey Stelnhaucr.
Jessamine County: Fanny Dean Robinson Young, Robert Ellis War- |«-"»». wayncM^~ " Jv oTJell ' The addition which the alphabet ed to this Procustean measure.
athews, Nicholasville.
,ren, Harrodsburg; Jonn "uarev
"0
.
'
■ brought
all of New Albany, Ind.; Marcia
result resembles the repetiJohnson County: Gary Edward | Gash, Myrtle Sanford Woods, Sal-;^umbiavl.^ Mich.. ™™*£ not flmlited to the simpllfcation of, The
Ann Duble, Woodstown, N. J.;
tious drooling of hopeless senility.
Mary Margaret Lewis, Hamilton, Arnett, Janet Ruth Bradley. Shir- visa.
reading, enormous as this contri- Naturally no one with an ounce of
ley Raye Melvin, Paintsville.
Montgomery County: J a m e a j weissei, jManarmecK. IM. X .
Ohio.
bution was. The 1 n t e 11 e c t ut: literary ability of creative Imaginleaner Of
in Science
-science
Kenton County: Barrie McKen- Barkley Little. Mt. Sterling.
|
_.__ ,1
.
BacbeUr
stimulation and training Involved ation would dream of writing such
Adair County: John Laurence Izie Baker, Jerry Lee Dunn, Don- I Nelson County: John Clifton Al- RCjTCj RGVIGW
in building single-syllable words inhibited nonsense. It Is no wonder
Anderson, Jr., Nellie Cole Jessee.'aid Edward Hogue, James Everett j len. Bardstown,
. ■ ■ ■ ■
, .
from the letters, and then poly- that many young pupils arc
Mildred Ann Royse, Ruth Hill McKenney, Rodney James Schulz, I Nicholas County: Theodorci Up J l_ U,nnpr
syllables, gave children a tine start nauseated, and never recover the
Willis, all of Columbia.
.Lowell Donald Wood, Covington; Logan Insko, Jr., Carlisle.
\' lclw "' ■ lollycl
toward mathematics and logic. taste for reading which familiarity
Pendleton County: Dorothy;
Bell County: J. Burton Miracle, I Robert David Boone, Joyce Ann
Also, complete familiarity witl with Lewis Carroll or Hans ChrisI
Continued from Pare One
Hulen; Silas Flnley Goodin and Graham, Betty Lou Tic hen or, Barnard Taylor, Falmouth.
the order of the letters I which tian Andersen might have devOldham
County:
James
Richard
the
•">"
'°
President
Robert
R
Ernest Millard Thompson, Ingram; Erlanger.
can be memorized by the ordinary velopped in them.
King
LaGrange
|
Martin.
Major
Vernon
Swindall,
child of four in an hour or two)
John Charles Burch, Suzanne El-. Knox County: Johnnie Boone
Awful Truth
Owsley
County:
Bertha
Noble
'and
M/Sgt.
Charles
F.
Roberts
llott, Fred Forrest Lovelace in. McVey, Barbourville; Virgil Clinpermitted children to line freely
When the awful truth dawned
and William Harry Wagner, Jr., I ton Moore, Baughman; Bertie Buckhold, Ellis Eugene Rasner,, Swindall and Roberta, both of .md efficiently for the rest of the-: on the American people, and
Boonoville; Gerald Strong, Lerose. whom are retiring, also received lives Indexes,
catalogues and Rudolph Flesch's Why Johnny
Middlesboro; Henry Clay Howard, Mills, Dewitt.
Perry County: Ethel Marie Ad- s^f trays presentedI by the Cadet works of reference of all kinds Can't Read beccame a best seller
Pineville.
C Unty:
to
,
h
er
Boone County: Sandra Wilhoite Young,
SLSTIiSaV °
' ^l^i^»^^^^ gg^«^^ * ^ ^|=dinVm thUagethe teie- in 1955. the reaction of the angry
Easton, Florence.
"2"""' Louisa.
r"""~,
,
,
_
Vincent Woods, Jeff; Connie Fran-.R'ges.resp^ectively.
„l phone book) which are very slow educationists was two-fold.
Bourbon County: Joe Lee Judy, , ^u^ei c$u"t>,: £ea" Al™ Bar, I <*» Banks, Fusonia; Donald CauRa'ph Newman, AshlandN was \ ^ f llgtratl
implements Ui
First, they made bitter personal
Dunn- tSJ'SSFkPS!: 2K?.i d_l... EJhannon Collins, Ben Nelson ! anno^ced^a. ^.e^commander fof employ for thoSe who have been attacks on the author, and any
he
,or
Betty LocSe King, Nanc^Brertlce Crook, Helen Janls Hale Willard aay,lreneTtacy*Napier'.' »*•»*"' J
SgSgi SSZ ^"P*"*
denied this fundamental training. others who had the temerity to
Lemaster. Joella Logan, Frank F. Morris, Ernestine Williams, lln D. Turner, Hazard; Dick Hick- the 1961-821 school year.
since the alphabet ia the support his views, as "enemies of
President Martin and Lt Col. Further,
London; Mary Boggs, Greenmount; am, Vicco.
Whalen, Jr., all of Paris.
same ir English as in other West- public schools." "reacionary ignPike County: Harold aevinger,' J°etM fanders presented gold bars em language8, tnc 8tlldy of fhese oramuses."—in
Boyd County: Richard Gilbert ^"a Kilbourne, Keavy.
fact, the usual
languages is greatly helped by a complimentary epithets bestowed
Layman, Patricia Kelley Mahl-i Lee County: Carol Parsons Elkhorn Citv; Robert Newton "> tne roiiowing:
melster, Larry Thomas Welch, all i Banks, Robert Robinson, Rachel Haynes. Jr.. Phelps; Willard ThornRggjg" A"".y:„Ba":leJf-fS^' thorough grounding in our own by the apostles of academic freeof Ashland.
|T. Stamper, William Hager Hol- as Johnson. Dorton; Polly Jam g****2?' £".l H .7 v
L Pi alphabet.
dom on those whose views on any
Boyle County: Mary Grinnell Ion, William Alex Toler, Beatty- Morris, raul Irvin Morris, lac- R'chmond, both in the branch of, Af.er lnls marveIoil3 inveptio,, subject differ from theirs. This
Carr; Gary Miller Layne, Joseph Armor.
, u „ ...
|»as adapted by the Greeks to en- was similar to the attempts they
Allen, John Marshall Boone, BurtiVille.
n
Mitchell Bradshaw, Peggy Best
Letcher County: Jane Roberts Rlchard Robinson, Mary Anna , Reserve. John C. Allen Bards- ,arge so ma,nl f | c en tly thoir made more recently to endorse a
Catlett, Phyllis Jasper Kernen, I Flowers Bulick, McRoberts; Rod- Rowe, Sonja Rae Sanders, Berry 1iown' si?"al ^orP»; «oDert t>- |inguisUc and Intellectual horizons, school boycott against the largest
Irene Greer Rawlings, all of Dan- ney Kincer, Mayking; James Fred- Thacker. Pikeville.
I ^n£™&ngI:.*I?°rJ SSZ ! it became a common-place attitude
weeklies for publishing
Powell County: Daisy Riith1^- Brown, Prestonsburg Signal to look down on the ben,gntc;, national
rick Miller, Burdine; Barbara Faye
ville.
criticisms so-called "progressive"
Bracken County: Phyllis Nadlne Lang Taylor, Whitesburg; Judy R. Fritts, Carolyn Townsend Pace, SgPii°hn A Callahan, Newark, , savages who n-ortwl to picture- education.
Hamilton, Brooksvllle; Leonard Taylor, Jenkins.
Clay
City. County: Ruby M. Alex- I&&JE?"2J£2E
f- 22S
one kind or another.
But the case for picture-reading
Pulaski
^x'nBto"' O^a"" ?■"'
Corps;
Fred MtC
I and a£„ of
to
|t
the natlona whoBe was so pitifully weak that even
Lewis County: Ann Scott Corns,
Shelton Jefferson, Germantown.
c
e
Vanceburg.
ander.
Joanna
Compton,
George
^
^
a
Dayton
Finance
Corps;
conaiderable
progress
in
clvilizaBreathitt County: J. Gordon
the well-entrenched bureaucrats
Leslie County: Donald Roark, Plumlee Elliott. Somerset; Eva 5SJ5LJ,,B"""• r? ,r' .^"..T' "•" had been stunted by the lack of the National Education AsCombs, Jackson; Cora Johnson
Lee Bolton. Dykes; Margaret Sue! Theodore L Insed, Jr.. Carlisle, of an alphabet, such as the Egyp- sociation felt it wise to establish
Mulllns, Canoe; Mary Lizzie Helton.
A r mor Pa S
i, "' - Johnson.
Irvine, tians with "their hieroglyphics, a second line of defense. This was
Lincoln County: Alline Williams Garner, Nancy; Wade Arnold Infantr
Turner, Talbert.
n.
y: *°*»9 Ki"eer. May- and the Chinese with their tent of to deny that the alphabet had been
Bullltt County: Lona Ann Har- Luttrell, Barbara Ann Wall, Halsev, Clema MRuckel. Eubank. L
8
,
ris, Mt. Washington; Ruby Claire Waynesburg; Elaine Patterson,
^krastlef^uVtyTL^nTe^SW: Powe
£!S*,, I f"»i Flffi ?«£S[ J' thousands of separate characters relegated to obscurity, and to asIfave Hamm DaviA,
"' Lancaster, Armor; Rodney which called for the ability and sert on the contrary that the New
Anna Jean Turpln, Stanford; John man Sarah
Napier, Shepherdsville.
a
h
Covington Transporta- patience of a Man darin to as- Teaching had merely embellished
Caldwell County: Coleman Dur- Leon Rollins, Crab Orchard; Edith Wa?son He nderson, MeWrk Jones^^ Schulz.
Dunagan Shearer, Charlotte Law- Ran'dolph, Mt. Vernon; Lyllias ^th<J°!?8:(,"«? J. Smith Jr., similate. But even the primitive the old-fashioned A-B-C system
ham, Livingston.
Alene Parrott, Preston Parrctt.' Cynthiana, Signal Corps; William picture writing of the American with some modem improvements,
Campbell County: Ronald Ed- less Wall, Hustonvtlle.
Madison County: David Moberly Behead.
or other native tribes, or of which picture-reading was only
ward Adkison, Masll Allen Blythe,
l"',^8"'""' JioMiddiC8,b°,r,?' ,Sig
,' fndians
■
Lawrence Redmond, Stanley Cecil Adams, Jr., Dorothy Olsen Adams,
Russell County: Gilbert Ham-JSXiSSKl I VT v
»^°fn; the much more Intricate and sop- one, the whole being thus doJeanne
Marec
Adams,
Edward
mond,
Janet
R
Hammond,
Olene
I
~amaronec
K,
n.
*.,
Adjutant
i
histiciited
Chinses characters, arc scribed in "Phonics and the ABCs
Rouse, Newport; Joyce Carrell
va!i
Bowling, Ronald Gerald Braun, Duke Bellamy, Jr.. Linda Robin- Popplewell. Fonthill; RHth F, Rob
Sin ,
rE
tly superior pod»g"E'cally to —1MB," an official publication of
Following the aweanng-m Cere- U, .-onfigurationism of our top the. New York State Education DeJohn Wendell Hill, Barbara Gayle son Bellamy, Ellis Broughton, Jr., crtson, Russell Springs.
of the p,.ofegsionai educationist.,, for thi partment: "accurate and careful
Moloney, Roxie Farley McCown, John Norris Budhanan, Bobby
Scott County: Shirley William mony and the presentation
C
Bellevue; Janet Kay Brown, George Gene Bull ins, Flossie K. Carpen- Southworth. Stamping Ground.
Kf
S2 i?«r
Sd.£fUiS^tlP'«-f™-wrltlng.u*d by l,esc peo- listening, correct and clear probars were
lnned on
Demetre, Ft. Thomas; Fred Halllter. Harry Frederick Crump,
Shelbv Countv- Jane Loiran
P
the newly- pie have some resemblance to the nunciation, a constantly increasing
Cowen, Dayton; Ina Lou Cox, Judith Bell Eversolc, Frederick Ha^ilton3 Rov C Jennfngs D25M ™>hTT °"'CerS ,hby ,the'r meanings signified: among the sight word vocabulary, picture ana
Alexandria.
Stokes Giles, Mary Arlene Hatton,
primitives, the likeness may be context clues, general configuraa
S W
1
Frank
^'^ i
"recepTi'oTWas 53oTwSn«t obvious, like the figure of a cat or tion of words, and the composition
Carroll County: Charles Robert Robert Edwin Luxon, Jr., James w eave r ^fb vvi'iic
Edward Lyons, Benny Joe McClel- ^e^XT William Davis OS^SS V^2SS a boat; In Chinese, the conven- of the word. These skills should
Arnold, Worthville.
Building, following the exercises. sely, unfortunate children who be used along with phonics, someCarter County: Joe Donald Wolf- lan, Donald Brown McQueen, Don- Holmes, Mt. Eden.
ford, Grayson.
ald Wayne Moores, John Rex
Trimble County: Judy Kay Murhave been subjected to this mod- times one, sometimes another, beCasey County: Adalcnc Gibson Morefield, Edison Auburn Pal- ray. Milton.
Parade Scheduled Shurily
ern perversity are likely to read ing the best aid to the recognition
Dye, Bethelridge.
i Morefield. Edison Auburn Palmiter.
"boat" as "ship."
Washington Countv: Wanda After Noon Thursday
of a particular word."
Clark County: Sue Carolyn!Anna Roberta Peyton, Joseph E. Gayle Elliott, Springfield.
Backward Step
Secondary Defense
The parade in which Vice PresiKates and Floyd Douglas Poer, Scrivner, Shirley Florence SwlnWayno County: Fannie Eads dent
Th.« odiK&tionlst madness thereThis secondary defense was Just
Winchester.
I ford. Floyd Delano Toth, Paul Denney, Denney;' Jerry"TDdward|
'-.vndon B, Johnson win ap- fore is much more of a backward as absurd as the direct counterpear Thursday is
scheduled to step than merely to the year of offensive. For it should be obClay County: Grace Allen Baker, I Franklin Williams, Richmond; Ida. Mills, Grays.
rcach
downtown Richmond bc- i .Mm B.C.. before the alphabet. It vious even to a mind of elementary
Teges; Verner Lee Brown, Hooker; Mae Asher. Kenneth Bruce Blalr, i Whitley County: Arizona Irene'
is more irrational than the cave- grade that the logical alphabetic
Troy Douglas Martin, Brutus; Gwynne Norman Griffith. Ken- Adklns, Betty Mavin Grant. Arthur tween 12:30- and 12:45 p.m.
Jocelyn Ferguson, Nollie Hacker neth Dawson Griffith, Juanlta Dean Gross, Williamsburg; Jerry
The parade win take place after man or apeman, who never would mode of expression Is wholly inHensley, Joyce Elaine Jones, Bob-,Sturgis Hammel, Edward Thomas Lee Harris, Rockhold; Ooyc Lee the vice president addresses the have Imagined such a self-defeat- compatible with primitive pictobie Jean Phillips, Clyde Glendon Pulllns, Pauline Rambeau Tlncher, Bailey, James Evans Huggins. Gall Eastern State College commeiv-c- ing attempt to mix oil and water. graphy. This is like harnessing a
Phillips, Lambert Young Webb, I Berea; Beverly Steele Dezarn, Col- McKeehan. Thomas Caleb Moore, > ment and after he has helped In fact, it has no point of re- horse to a Jet plane. The TeachManchester.
I lege Hill.
James Tilford Ohler, Mary Ota, break ground for the college^ new ference in the whole of normal ers' College men were as far off
Clinton County: Obie Lee AsMagoffin County: Virginia Ohler, Corbin.
I physical education plant.
history, and seems suitable only base with this alleged eclecticism
berry, Albany.
Stephens Howard. Joyce Velva Mc- | Wolfe County: Addic Francis I Mayor Edward D. Wayman ar.d for psychiatric study.
or middle-of-the-road theory as an
Some contourists advance as an ' arithmetic instructor caught teachEstill County: James Franklin Querry, Salyersville.
[Combs, Baptist; Lillian Dean Kash. the Richmond Board of Trade are
Baker, South Irvine; Clayberta P. I Marion County: Ernestine Shear- Ida Carolyn Hanks Miller. Robert! urging that all garbage and trash excuse for their peculiar theory, ing that two and two make five,
Gamble, Paul Shannon Johnson, in, Bradfordsvllle.
'Lee Miller, Mildred Allene Rose, cans be removed from Lancaster the fact that a mature reader can who offered to compromise on four
Mason County: David Thomas Campton; Eunice T. Stone. Mary, j Avenue and tne downtown section devour pages of print at a speed and a half. Actually, the estabRobert Lee Jones, Virginia Marie
Shumate, Irvine; Eva L. calmes Breeze, Phyllis Ann Jefferson, M.
Out-of-state: Shirley Jean Asher, and that merchants sec that side- incompatible with the "sounding lished hierarchy never give the
Samples, Pryse; Janet Walton Douglas lUnville, Wendell Holmes Mauekport, Ind.; Jo Anne Blair, ! walks in front of their stores are out" of each letter in every word. alphabet a chance, in the first
From this simple truism they years of school when the pupils'
Smyth, Mildred Louise Woolery, McChord, Anne Morton Moore, Connersville, Ind.; Sherrill Edward ' swept clean.
solemnly draw the illogical con- minds are malleable.
clusion that such a reader must be
We may thank our lucky stars
identifying the words by their that our educationists have so far
outlines, and further that if this allowed children to leam to talk,
is true (a false assumption) the in the old-fashioned way. at home
way to become a fast reader is with their families. Learning to
to begin by memorizing the out- talk from a scratch start, as babies
lines. It is hard to take such a must, Is obviously far more diffisuggestion seriously.
cult than learning to read after
The fact is that the alphabetical- mastering oral communication.
ly trained leader has always Just what particular form of new
readily acquired the facility of nonsense our configurations would
fast reading; this Is so because invent to bedevil the babies with
with constant practice the mar- is hard to imagine, but the wreckvelous brain mechanism steadily age they have left behind in the
speeds up until soon reading be- reading field justifies the most
comes automatic and subcinsclotis. pessimistic prophecies. For one
The brain reads each letter far thing, we may be reasonably sure
faster than conscious thought '• that they would apply the concept
could imagine. This Is a common of "reading readiness" to speakpheno-nenon with all skills. In ing.
fact. It is essential to the expert
Practice?
If a boy of five is slow in readin any activity. The golfer who
PERFORMED AT MOUNTAIN LAUREL FESTIVAL—Eastern's crack 90-piece band under the direction of Nicholas V. Koenigstein perthought of every little motion ing, common sense would seem to
while hitting the ball would never recommend special effort and longformed at the Mountain Laurel Festival in Pineville last week. Representing Eastern as a candidate for the festival queen was Miss Kay
Bowman, Tyner.
break a hundred. But the cham- er hours to bring him up to averpion's does all this work for him age, but the current dogma calls

■ jack ^^^^ ^3^\^^^^^s^^\^^&^B SVara-wp-ss

(or abandonment of all reading in permanently crippled the minds of
structlon for an Indefinite period, millions. But while this la the
until "readiness" arrives. By an- clearest and most demonstrable
alogy, babies backward In conver- mis-step of so-called "progressive"
sation would be discouraged from education, it also typifies similar
further babbling till their teacher perversions In almost every branch
could discern the necessary growth of p ubllc education, the poisonous
of the requisite "skill" in their lit- effects of which have seeped Into
tle brains. This might prolong the many college programs as well.
period of dumbness for a good The over-all picture is one of remany years, but children so early, ducing the American people to a
grounded by their own experience dull uniform level of ignorant conin "progressive" technique would formity and acceptance of socialprobably still be dumb enough ism, instead of educating them to
when grown to get a diploma from be intelligent, Independent-thinking,
Teachers' College and carry on the freedom-loving Individuals.
good work from generation to genThe apparent impossibility of
eration.
persuading the educationist bosses
The inertia of the bureaucrats in to correcet their contour-reading
charge of the public school system aberration high-lights the folly of
of most states, and the Intolerance trying to change their other more
of tlie despots of the National Edu- complex educationad fallacies. The
cation Association, make the task reform of these pernicious must
Of abolishing from the top even evidently begin at grass-roots level.
such an absurdity as configuration- Fortunately, the public schools are
Ism almost Insurmountable. These still largely controlled locally, and '
people doubtless fear that confes- a few active and well-informed
sion of such a gross error would crusaders in a community can soon
hamper their master plan of se- accomplish wonders. The rank and
curing control of billions of dollars file of teachers, who are a fine
Of new Federal money for spread- group of citizens, will often ho
ing' their peculiar pedagogical 1 found sympathetic with reform,
theories.
I though afraid to express their feelIt may seem strange, in view ings openly for fear of reprisals
of the shocking perversions of prop- by their Intolerant superiors.
er methods of Instruction so conMoreover, the compettion of prisistently practiced by the highest
educationist authorities for more vate and parochial schools should
than a score of years, how so have a healthy Influence on the
education system. This will ■
many young/ Americans are still enblic
!• much-stronger if, as seems likeable to read tolerably well. The
ly,
there
Is a mushroom growth of ,1
great majority have mastered this
accomplishment by the time they private schools in some Southern
enter college, and only a small states. Generally speaking, any
percentage then require remedial government activity in the United
States is ran much less efficiently '
tutoring.
The answer. Is that numbers of than private enterprises. This builtparents, defying the warnings of in advantage of private schools
the educationists, have taught their will be vastly Increased if they
children to read in the normal way; add to lt the use of common sense
and so have countless teachers, methods which are barred to the
who from the practical experience public schools by the peculiar comwith youngsters which the Teach- bination of political and Teachers'
ers' College pundits lack, have College control.
It Is also esesentlal to any worth
learned that picture-reading leads
to a comic-strip mentality and ei- while reform that the Federal .
Office
of Education be reduced in
ther a remedial reading class or a
scope, If not altogether abolished
reformatory.
Contour-reading alone has set —If such a thing can happen to a '
back the education of American Washington Bureau! At present It
children In public schools by at operates in the closest collaboration With officials of the National
least two years on the a
Education Association. This little
according to the experienced
>up of willful men must not be
thors — one a remedial readlni
lowed to convert American
teacher and the other a professor
hools into laboratories of illltrof English—of the recent book:
Reading: Chaos and Cure. It has
y-

EVANS C. SPURLIN
REAL ESTATE BROKER
OFFICE—127 W. IRVINE STREET
W. O. HARBER

L H. MINTER

BURNAM AND HARBER
GENERAL INSURANCE
McKee Building
Richmond, Kentucky

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Featuring MARTINIZING, The MOST III
Dry Cteaning!
3 and Main Street
Richmond, Ky.

GOOD LUCK
To

CLASS OF '61
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WAYMAN'S DEPT. STORE
COLLINS DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
DIAL 623-2336
T. V. & RADIO REPAIR
-SEE

Click's Radio & T. V. Service
DIAL 623-3272

RAY'S BARBER SHOP
TO SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES.
Main Street
WE HAVE FOUR DEPENDABLE BARIERS
LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR RANKING NEEDS!

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

V

OF RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

CONGRATULATIONS
EASTERN
GRADUATES!

KESSLERS JEWELRY
Richmond's Only Cut-Rate Jewelry Store

HISTORY OF THE CROSS

EARN TOP HONORS—These students were among those receiving some of the highest honor* St a
special awards program Wednesday at Eastern State .College. From left are Bury Brennen. Erlanger;
Jeanne Adams, of Richmond, winners of the Charles F Weaver awards in oratory and home econo„, mlcs, and John Anderson, winner of the Student Service award, top student honor.

You see it In churches, It Creek, Latin and Maltese forms.
The cross of Lorraine, which
adorns monuments, flags, and
heroes' medals, Six million listen- Joan of Arc wore into battle, beHONORED BY MILESTONE—-Mr. and Mrs. Robert Larance, 104 Crescent Hill Drive, to whom the
ers of an internationally known came General Charles de Gaulle's
1961 edition of the Eastern Milestone is dedicated, are pictured above at the annual Milestone banquet
held Tuesday in the Blue Room of the Keen Johnson Student Union Building on the campus of Eastern
radio broadcast wear it as an em- symbol in leading the French resistance movement during World
Kentnchy State College. Don Feltner, sponsor of the publication, and Mrs. Fettner were also among
blem in their lapels.
the honored guests.
But few people know the War II A Swiss welfare agency
which
adopted
as
its
emblem
a
red
fascinating story
behind the
cross
on
a
white
field—reversing
The Junior Class met Thursday, symbol of the cross.
The Eastern Progress Thursday, June I, 1961
the color scheme In the Swiss flag
Centuries before Christ died, it —in 1864 organiied a conference
May A, and elected officers, student council representatives, and was a symbol widely known to help the sick and wounded soldicommittee members for 1961-62.
throughout the ancient world. The
of the world. Sixteen nation atHarve Turner, an Education ma- Egyptians called It "canob," after ers
tended and established the interjor from Clinton, Tenrteasee, was a T-shaped instrument used to national Red Cross.
elected president. His activities In- measure the annual rise of the
A plain gold cioss, worn in the
Nile on whose bounty the life of the
clude :
Vice President of Men's Dorm nation depended. For other nations lapel and given free to those who
John Laurence Anderson, senior
of the East, it was an "urani," and wish it, is the emblem adopted by
Council-1960-61.
took the shape of two pieces of the largest radio mission in the from Columbia, was presented the
I'residents 1 Monitor—1.59-61.
Student Service award, highest
Received Sophomore and Junior wood with handles. By rubbing the
Academic and Leadership Award two sticks together, the ancients world. The Lutheran Hour. More student honor at Eastern State
kindled sacred fire.
than six million gol! crosses have College, at a special awards proin R.O.T.C.
Pledge Officer of Perching Flfles,
As early as 1225 B. C, Greek issued since the sponsoring Luth- gram Wednesday.
Nation:)] Honorary Military Socie- worshippers of Bacchus offered eran Laymen's League presented
The award is presented annually
ty—1961-82.
that god cakes of flour with a the first broadcast of this inter- to the member of the graduating
Past Public Information Officer figure of the cross imprinted on nationally known program more class who has lived the life of
of Pershing Rifles Cadet Officers them. The swastika, or twisted than 30 years ago. The emblems greatest service to his fellow stuClub—1960-62.
cioss, which became a symbol of are now being requested by people dents. Miss Willie Moss, of the
Progress Staff—1960-62.
terror in the 20th Century, appears In Communist-controlled
lands. home economics department, made
Milestone Staff—1960-61.
on the oldest medallions of the Bud- The Lutheran Hour is aired in the presentation of the award thai
Military Science Editor of Mile dhists and was a mystical good English and more than 50 other has been sponsored since 1931 by
stone—1961-62.
Men's and Young
omen in many Hindu sects.
languages over more than 1,200 the Young
Awarded Distinguished Military
The cross was used as an Instru- outlets, including 600 Mutual, Women's Christian Associations.
Student—1960-61.
ESC STAFFER MAKES ADDRESS—Guest speaker at the open
The
Charles
F. Weaver award,
ment of national punishment in the
and independent stations in
Voted Most Typical Sophomore time of Abraham. As a gallows, It NBC
house luncheon held at Blue Grass Ordnance Depot Friday in oba trust found established by the
the
U.S.
Its
estimated
weekly
Boy.
servance of Armed Forces Day was Dr. L. G. Kennamer of the
was familiar to the Egyptians,
around the world is 25 late member of the college Board
Harve plans to make a career Africans, Macedonians, Greeks and audience
of Regents to those excelling in
Eastern State College faculty. At left Is one of the guests of
million persons.
In
the
army.
home economics and public speakhonor at the luncheon, Edward D. Wayman, mayor of Richmond.
Romans. To various peoples it has
The Vice President for 1961-62 is meant a symbol of eternal life, Kinds of Crosses
ing, was presented to Jeanne
The simple Latin cross, with Adams,
Hogh Bradford. Hugh is the son of product ive power, or the life-givRichmond,
in
home
an upright and single shorter
Mr. and Mrs. XfcHliam A. Bradford. ing qualities of the sun.
>,i',. J4K transom, is the commonest. With economics, and Barry Brennen.
He is a commerce major from
in public speaking.
For Christians around the world, two transoms it is called a Erlanger,
Raceland, Kentucky. His extraGerald Honaker, of the drama dePhone No. 623-2590
the cross is a symbol of their partiarrhnl cross; with three, a partment,
curricular
activities
include:
and Miss Moss presented
"Campus Illustrated," a monthOver 100 Invited guests attended
Membership in PI Omega. PI, faith. It was on a Roman cross at papal cross. A cross widely used the awards.
Located over Richmond Supply Store
Golgotha where Christ died, only
Slavs and others of Eastern
a luncheon at Blue Orass Ordnance ly magazine for members of col- Honorary Commerce Fraternity. to rise again three days later, so by
The Kappa Delta Pi scholarship
rites, has two transoms and a
lege
communities,
will
begin
Treasurer
of
Pi
Omega
Pi
sechighest ranking
Depot Friday, the event launching
that, according
to the
Bible, slanting crosspiece below. The award to the
at 223 West Main St.
September, 1961. ond semester 1960-61.
sophomore working for a profesopen house activity for the re- publication in
President elect of Wesley Foun- "whosoever belie veth in Him Greek cross has equal arms St. sional degree, was presented lo
An initial circulation of 100,000 to
should not perish but have ever- Andrew's cross is like an X; The
servation's observance of Armed
dation.
campuses throughout the nation is
Celtic, or lona. cross bears a two students, each with perfect
Member of the Eastern March- lasting life."
Forces Day.
In tbelr days of persecution, cirle, the center of which is the scholastic standings, Gary McBee,
planned.
ing
Maroons.
Speaker for the luncheon was
and David Powell,
Hugh plans a career In the fleM faithful believers used the cross crossing. The Maltese cross and Cynthlana,
Features to be included In
Dr. j-L. O. Kennamer, Eastern
the swastika are still more elabor- Irvine. Mtas Janet Breeze, faculty
as
a
secret
pass-sign,
later
wore
it
of
business.
"Campus Illustrated" Include cclsponsor
of
the Delta
Alpha
State College faculty membra-. His lege sports, campus social activiDottle Mathews, the secretary of on their foreheads as a means of ate.
A* example of artistic effort Chapter, made the presentation.
remarks .concerned tile strategy ties, fashion news for coed, holiday next year's Senior Class Is a Com- recognition. In 312 A. D. the Roman
The Anna D.
Gill award, a
major from Glasgow, Ken- Emperor Constantine was Inspired spent on crosses is seen in the
of the cold
war engulfm»"Oir traveiTtip, Information on career" merce
tucsky. She is the daughter of by a vision of the cross in the monumental
ones of market, memorial to the late commerce
established
by Miss
World. He stated that Americans opportunities after graduation, col- Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Mathews. heavens to abolish crucifixion as a town, and wayside in Europe (e.g., teacher,
Kathleen Bales and awarded ani'go to sleep between each great lege humor, fiction contributions Her extracurricular activities in- capital punishment and to venerate at Cheddar,
Malmesbury,
and
by students, news abut college
the cross as a symbol on the coin Winchester, in England) and in nually to the outstanding senior in
;is" - and stressed that "wo activities taking place in other clude :
of the realm. % K K K KKKK cemeteries. Some of the finest art the department of commerce, was
Y.M.C.A.—1968-60.
'; must wake up to the dangers in parts of the world, etc. Article
The early Christians portrayed products of the Anglo-Saxons were given to Mary Arlene Hatton,
Big Sisters Association—1959-60.
contributions
by students and
; the world today."
Pi Omega Pi, Honorary Com- Christ as the Good Shepherd, stone crosses. Edward I had sev- Richmond. Dean W. J. Moore made
faculty
members
will
be
encoursometimes carrying a cross in eral Of rthem, the famed Efleaor the presentation.
Dr. Kennamer continued, "We aged.
merce Fraternity 1960-62.
The Canterbury Club award for
crook. From
this cross, erected in English villages
Vice President of Pi Omega PI stead of a
must tell the world that we want
Editor of "Campus Illustrated" second semester 1960-61.
evolved the custom of representing to mark the funeral journey of his the best prose contribution to its
peace, but we want freedom is Tim Coss, formerly with the
Secretary of Memorial Hall His people as sheep or lambs. By queen consort, Eleanor of Castile, publication, "Belles Letters," was
more." He was introduced by Col. editorial staff of the "American House Council—1960-61.
the end Of the «th century, the who died in 1290. Precesstoml presented to Barbaaa Parsons
first form of crucifix showed the Crosses (on poles) lend -hem- Parsons Walters, Richmond, and
C. A. Cozart, commanding officer Observer," a weekly student paper
Vocational Conference—1961.
Daily Life Sub Editor of Mile- Lamb represented on the cross It- selves to elaboration. Crosses are for the best poetry contribution, to
:, of Blue Grass Ordnance Depot. published by the Civic Education
Service. The managing editor of stone—1961-62.
self. Crucifixes came to be widely also worn for personal ornament. Charles Semonis, Rose Hill. Dr
'Harold Richardson of the depot CI is Robert Carey, recently asDottle plans to teach high school distributed by the Church as aids Pectoral crosses and
necklace Bvno Rhodes. Faculty sponsor of
•staff served as luncheon com- sistant professor of journalism commerce after she graduates.
the Canterbury Club, made the
to devotion.
enameling.
presentations.
mittee chairman and was master and faculty advisor to student
Barbara Summons, a Physical
In 791 A. D. Emperor ueo II of
Legends Of The Cross
James E. Van Peursem, head of
of ceremonies. The invocation was publications at the University of Education major, is the Treasurer Turkey, prohibited reverence to
The
rich
history
of
the
cross
la
the
music department, presented
of the 1961-62 Senior Class. He* ikons and Image*. IBs son Con- shrouded in legend and superstigiven by the Rev. O. B. Mylum, Maryland.
music
scholarships to Neva June
Openings still exist at a number extra-curricular activities include: stantine V subsequently outlawed tion. A crucifix was said to have
RuXMurtor of Berea Baptist Church.
Montgomery, freshman from ScotY.M.C.A—1958-59.
every image of Christ and the shed blood in 1512, during an East- tsburg,
■ Luncheon guests and many oth- of schools for persons to serve In
Ind., in piano; Jacqueline
Big Sisters Association—1960-61. saints. Despite decrees, the monks er Day battle between the French
ers who visited the depot were the dual capacity of subsription
Physical Education Club—1958- and people persistent to their and Spanish. A Statue of Christ on Eve Vanzant, Louisville junior,
'guided over the 15,000-acre re- agents and campus reporters. Inviola;
James
Danny Hanson. Lexservation. A number of display? quiries may be sent to "Campus 61. Vice president—1960-61. W.R.A. veneration of the cross. The his- the cross reportedly performed ington • junior,
voice; Donald
had been set up for the special Illustrated," 2512 Q Street, N. —1958-1961. Vice President—1069- toric Second Council of Nicaeae, a healing wonders during the Plague Wayne
Barnes, Charlestown, Ind.,
60. President—1960-61.
W„ Washington 7, D. C.
conference of bishops, In 787 A. D. Of Malaga in 1849. Legend also freshman,
event.
wind instruments.
Camping Club—1958-60.
Presi- restored images as symbols of -las it that when St. Francis of
dent—1959-60.
worship, stating: "For as often as Aasisi was praying, a voice from
Vocational Conference—1959-1961. they are seen in their pictorial re- the crucifix told him, "Repair my
Treasurer of Junior Class.
presentations, people who look at house." At first he took "house" to
Student Council Representatives: them are ardently lifted up to the mean church; when he later learnEvelyn Craft, Beverly Rouse, Don memory and love of the originals." ed that It meant his own spiritual
Stivers, Jim Barrett.
The cross was the badge of a life, he renousced his worldly goods
Library Committee: Carolyn crusade In 1095, and became the and took tip orders. And the old
Oaks, Bill Elklns.
emblem of the medieva 1 military wives' tale still persists in some
Student Union Committee: Ken- religious order of the Knights of quarters that the Gypsies are acny Tippett, Sharon Musen.
Templars.
oursed because one of them, a
Social Committee: Anne StanIn the New World, the Spaniards wayjfaring metaismith, made the
ley Johnson.
conquered New Spain in the name nails that were used at the Cruciof Ote cross.
But they were fixion!
Passport statistics indicate astonished to find the holy emblem NOTE—Mounted lme electro of
France is the country most popu- of their own faith already the ob- cross, 21x23 picas, coming under
lar with American tourist.. Italy, ject of worship m the temples of separate cover.
West Oermany, the United King- the Aztecs. Colossal stone monudom, Switzerland, Benelux coun- ments throughout Mexico attest to
tries and Austria follow in that an Indian Civilization which adored
crosses similar In design to the
oi der.
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Junior Closs
Meets

Awards Program
Held At College

Why Go to Town?
Gas Up With Us!

College Service Station
Across from Memorial Hall

Dr. Kennamer
Speaks At BGOD

CALL JEWELL AND
LILA'S BEAUTY BOX
For All Beauty Services

Campus Illustrated

MADISON LAUNDRY
Extends

CONGRATULATIONS
To

EASTERN GRADUATES

BURD'S
Drug Store

The American Automobile Aasoc'ation after reviewing current
costs, estimates the dally budget
for two persons traveling by car
on vacation at $29.

Included on the 660-acre campus of Mount Holyoke College a
liberal arts college for women in
South Hadley, Mass., are two lakes
and an 18-hole golf course.

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT ITS FINEST!
Altering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
We have no agent working. Instead
we give all students a special discount.

Dial 623-1368

Free Delivery

SPECIAL!
BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

>

EVERY
WED- — FR1. — SAT.
'/.-Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries t Slaw

39c
SWEET

79c
SHOP

CONGRATULATIONS
EASTERN!
Welcome L .B J.

Richmond Office Equipment
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A PROCLAMATION: It is hereby proclaimed by the Mayor and the Common Council
of the City of Richmond, Ky., the County Judje>pd the Fiscal Court of Madison
County, that Thursday, June 1st, 1961, is to be
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Let history record that this great leader of a free people was a visitor in our community on this memorable day. Let it further record that the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws was conferred upon him by Eastern
Kentucky State College at the 54th Commencement Service of that renowned institution of higher learning.

iQ

le of
To Lyndon B. Johnson, Vice President of the United States of America, the people
o Richmond and Madison County, Kentucky, extend a warm and heart-felt welcome and sincere wishes forth e success of his efforts
on our behalf in a world in need of leadership such as his.
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Elder Federated

Gene Shop

Richmond Supply Store

Tussey Furniture

Madison Theater '

Stockton Pharmacy

Burds Drug Store

Kessler Jewelers

Wayman's Dept. Store

Kennedy Produce

Hinkle Rexall Drug

Elizabeth's

Madison Laundry

Jan's Shoes

One Hour Dry Cleaners

Garland Jett

Blue Grass Hardware

Paul Jett

James Anderson & Son

Kirks Jewelers

W. F. Higgins Co.

Western Auto

Kentucky Finance

Lerman Brothers

First Federal Sav. & Loan

Ben Franklin Store

Richmond Motor Co.

Colonel Drive In

Collins Drug

Louise Shop

Begley Drug

Madison National Bank

Jerry's Drive In

Muncy Furniture

Richmond Loan

Thomas Furniture

Best-Lovell

J. J. Newberry

Kroger Market

A & B Dispensery

Oldham and Powell

J. C. Penney Co.

Smart Shop

A 4 P

Daily Register Co.

Canfield Motor

State Bank & Trust Co.
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SPONSORED BY THESE MERCHANTS — MEMBERS OF THE RICHMOND BOARD OF TRADE
.Bob's Men's Shop
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